Mr S Hearse
Chief Executive
Torridge District Council
Riverbank House
Bideford
Devon
EX39 2QG
Tel : Bideford (01237) 428700

Date:

27 May 2022

MEETING OF PLANS COMMITTEE
Caddsdown Business Support Centre, Clovelly Road, Bideford
Thursday 9 June 2022 at 9.30 am
NOTICE OF MEETING
From the 7 May 2021, the law requires all councils to hold formal meetings in person. The
Council is also required to follow Government guidance and ensure that all venues used
are Covid secure and that all appropriate measures are put in place. Members of the public
will be able to attend the meeting in person if they are registered to speak under public
participation. Any members of the public who want to view the meeting will be able to watch
through the Councils YouTube Channel https://tinyurl.com/TorridgeYouTube

To:

Councillor C Leather (Chair)
Councillor R Lock (Vice-Chair)
Councillors: R Boughton, M Brown, P Christie, R Craigie, D McGeough,
P Watson and R Wiseman

Members are requested to turn off their mobile phones for the duration of the Meeting

AGENDA
1.

Apologies For Absence
To receive apologies of absence from the meeting.

2.

Minutes (Pages 5 - 18)
To receive the Minutes from the meeting held on 12 May 2022.

3.

Declaration of Interest
Members with interests to declare should refer to the Agenda item and describe the
nature of their interest when the item is being considered.
Elected Members of Devon County Council and Town/Parish Councils who have
considered a planning application by virtue of their membership of that Council hold a
personal interest and are deemed to have considered the application separately and
the expressed views of that Council do not bind the Members concerned who
consider the application afresh.

4.

Agreement of Agenda between Parts I and II

5.

Urgent Matters
Information to be brought forward with the permission of the Chair.

6.

Public Participation
The Chair to advise the Committee of any prior requests to speak made by members
of the public and to advise of the details of the Council’s public participation scheme.

7.

Planning Applications
The information, recommendations and advice contained in the reports are correct as
at the date of preparation which is more than ten days in advance of the Committee
meeting. Due to these time constraints any changes or necessary updates to the
reports will be provided in writing or orally at the Committee meeting.

(a)

Application No. 1/1133/2021/REMM (Pages 19 - 50)
Reserved matters application for details of appearance, landscaping, layout and scale
in respect of a proposal for 274 no. dwellings, associated infrastructure and open
space pursuant outline planning permission 1/0039/2014/OUTM (Amended Plans) Land To The South Of Clovelly Road, Bideford, Devon

(b)

Application No. 1/1118/2021/FUL (Pages 51 - 69)
Change of use from a mixed use of public house and private dwelling to solely a
private dwelling - The Laurels Inn, Petrockstowe, Okehampton

(c)

Application No. 1/0005/2022/NMAT (Pages 70 - 76)
Non-material amendment to planning permission 1/0523/2021/REMM - Land At
Manteo Way , East The Water, Devon

8.

Appeal Decisions Summary
There are no Appeal Decisions

9.

Costs on Appeals
There are no Costs on Appeals

10. Delegated Decisions - AGMB Applications (Page 77)
AGMB Decisions 28 April 2022 – 26 May 2022
11. Planning Decisions (Pages 78 - 88)
List of Delegated Planning Decisions, Consultee Abbreviations and Application Types
enclosed 28 April 2022 to 26 May 2022.
12. Exclusion of Public
The Chair to move:That the public be excluded from the remainder of the meeting because of the likely
disclosure of exempt information by virtue of Part 1 Schedule 12A of the Local
Government Act 1972.
13. Part II - Closed Session
There are no Part II items.
The background papers are considered to comprise the following documents:
-

The individual planning application file (reference number quoted in each case)
North Devon and Torridge Local Plan 2011-2031 (Adopted October 2018)
Current Government guidance contained in Circulars, the National Planning Policy
Framework, Planning Policy for Traveller Sites and Ministerial Statements
Any other documents specifically referred to in the report.

All background papers referred to are available for examination during normal office hours.
NOTE TO MEMBERS
All letters of representations are readily available for inspection on the files or through the
website and public access. If any Member requires assistance in using this facility, please
contact the Development Enabling Manager directly.
Members of the Committee only will receive hard copies of representations received.

Meeting Organiser: Sandra Cawsey

For those wishing to speak at Plans Committee please contact:
Planning Support -

Tel: 01237 428778 or 428711
Email: speak.planning@torridge.gov.uk
Website: www.torridge.gov.uk/speakplanning

Agenda Item 2
1

TORRIDGE DISTRICT COUNCIL
PLANS COMMITTEE MEETING
Caddsdown Business Support Centre - Bideford
Thursday, 12 May 2022 - 9.30 am
PRESENT

Councillor C Leather (Chair)
Councillor M Brown (Vice-Chair)
Councillors R Boughton, P Christie, R Craigie, R Lock,
D McGeough, P Watson and R Wiseman

ALSO PRESENT

S Dorey
S Harrington
K Evely
T Blackmore
S Boyle
T Ojikutu
T Vanstone
S Cawsey

- Head of Legal & Governance (Monitoring
Officer)
- Planning Manager
- Development Management Team Leader
- Development Management Team Leader
- Principal Planning Officer
- Legal Services Manager
- Senior Electoral & Democratic Services
Officer
- Democratic Services Officer

Councillors J Hutchings and P Pennington
124.

MINUTES
It was proposed by Councillor Leather, seconded by Councillor Lock and –
Resolved:
That the Minutes of the meeting held on 14 April 2022 be agreed and signed as a
correct record.
A recorded vote was taken.
Councillor
Cllr R Boughton
Cllr M Brown
Cllr P Christie
Cllr R Craigie
Cllr C Leather
Cllr R Lock
Cllr D McGeough
Cllr P Watson
Cllr R Wiseman

For

Against
X

Abstain
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

(Vote: For 8, Abstentions 1)
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125.

DECLARATION OF INTEREST
The Chair reminded Members to declare their interests when the relevant item was
up for discussion. Declarations of interest were made as indicated below and in
accordance with the previously agreed arrangements for “dual-hatted” Members.

126.

AGREEMENT OF AGENDA BETWEEN PARTS I AND II
That the Agenda as circulated be agreed.

127.

URGENT MATTERS
There were no urgent matters brought forward.

128.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
The Chair advised the Committee and members of the public of the details in
respect of the Council‟s public participation scheme.

129.

PLANNING APPLICATIONS
(a)

Application No. 1/1133/2021/REMM
Application No. 1/1133/2021/REMM - Reserved matters application
for details of appearance, landscaping, layout and scale in respect of
a proposal for 274 no. dwellings, associated infrastructure and open
space pursuant outline planning permission 1/0039/2014/OUTM
(Amended Plans) - Land To The South Of Clovelly Road, Bideford,
Devon
Interests: Councillor Christie declared a personal interest – dual
hatted – Bideford Town Council
Officer recommendation: Grant

The planning application had been called into Plans Committee by
Councillor Langford to consider highway safety on the surrounding
area.
The Principal Planning Officer presented the report and advised
Members of the main planning considerations.
The primary concerns raised during the debate were:



the proposed closure of the Littleham Road junction with traffic
being directed through the new estate
the potential noise and smell from the adjoining High Park
Farm.
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The Devon County Highways Officer addressed the highway concern
and explained the reasoning behind the closure of the Littleham Road
junction.
Councillor Watson referred to discussions held at the Outline
application stage when he thought it had been agreed the road would
be open to take farm traffic and heavy vehicles. The Highways
Officer explained there is no legal mechanism that would allow just
farm traffic through and not all traffic.
Councillor McGeough commented on the adverse impact the
development would have on the farming family at High Park Farm.
The Principal Planning Officer explained that a Condition had been
included at the Outline application stage and a noise and smell
scheme had been submitted with this application. Many discussions
had taken place with the Environmental Protection Team regarding
the scheme and was considered to be acceptable.
The Principal Planning Officer explained in detail why fencing on the
boundary would not alleviate the noise issue. The existing trees,
which are to be protected, cannot be relied upon for mitigation, so the
mitigation is devised from the distance to the farm and the
mechanical ventilation.
The Public Health & Housing Manager addressed all noise and smell
issues raised by the Committee and confirmed how noise
measurements are taken and the results from that process.
The Principal Planning Officer advised that at the Outline Planning
permission stage it had been determined that smell was not a
statutory nuisance on this site, so therefore was not an issue that
moved forward onto this application.
It was highlighted that the Local Plan is very supportive of local
businesses.
Additional concerns/points raised during the discussion included:


Councillor Christie stated that the reason for the narrow vote
(5 – 4) to approve the Outline Planning application had been
due to noise and smell issues. Examples of other
applications refused on smell and noise issues were given.



This proposal is for 550 houses the estate to the north is for
750 houses and there is a school site proposed on one of
these sites. Not been advised on which site.



Health and safety concerns with children being expected to
cross the busy Clovelly Road to get to the school. Councillor
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Christie had suggested at the previous meeting that a bridge
be put across Clovelly Road. He expressed his
dissatisfaction that once again there is a S106 highway
contribution towards Heywood Road roundabout. Devon
County Officers at a recent meeting had said it was for
Councillors to decide on the S106 monies. He therefore
suggested that no money be given towards the roundabout but
instead a bridge be put across Clovelly Road, or the monies
be put towards more affordable housing. The Committee
were advised by the Principal Planning Officer that the S106
Agreement cannot be reconsidered under this application.
The Planning Manager advised that the S106 had been signed
as part of the Outline application and the Developer can apply
for a Deed of Variation. A formal request can be made to
Devon County Council outlining Member preferences.


An update was requested as to what was happening with the
school site – Outline permission has been granted on the
South site and the North site. The Planning Manager informed
Members that an update had been sent to all Plans Committee
Members in March regarding the issues for the school sites
and what has been secured by the S106 Agreements on
different sites.



No complaint to be received for a number of years – Members
were informed cannot enforce someone not to make a
complaint.



No objections from Statutory Consultees.

Councillor Lock referred to a comment made by a speaker and
questioned why no boundary fencing had been erected to protect
stock. The Principal Planning Officer advised a condition can be
recommended to add stockproof fencing.
Councillor Leather expressed his concerns in relation to the closure
of the Littleham Road and traffic being diverted through a housing
estate, particularly farm traffic. He acknowledged that although a
condition cannot be imposed, he asked that it be noted Members are
absolutely opposed to the closure of the road. The Principal Planning
Officer said it could be added as an informative.
The Devon County Highways Officer to update Officers when an
application is received to close the Littleham Road to allow Members
to comment on the road closure.
It was proposed by Councillor Lock, seconded by Councillor Watson
that the Application be approved, subject to the additional condition
for stockproof fencing to be erected and for the wording to be
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delegated to Officers in conjunction with the Chair and Vice Chair of
Plans Committee.
A recorded vote was taken.
Councillor
Cllr R Boughton
Cllr M Brown
Cllr P Christie
Cllr R Craigie
Cllr C Leather
Cllr R Lock
Cllr D McGeough
Cllr P Watson
Cllr R Wiseman

For

Against
X
X
X
X

Abstain

X
X
X
X
X

(Vote: For 4, Against 5)
The motion was lost.
Following further discussion, the Planning Manager advised that the
application can be refused, but robust refusal reasons would be
required, or to defer the application to allow for issues to be
addressed.
It was proposed by Councillor Leather, seconded by Councillor
Brown that the application be deferred.
A recorded vote was taken.
Councillor
Cllr R Boughton
Cllr M Brown
Cllr P Christie
Cllr R Craigie
Cllr C Leather
Cllr R Lock
Cllr D McGeough
Cllr P Watson
Cllr R Wiseman

For
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Against

Abstain

X
X

(Vote: For 7, Against 2)
RESOLVED:
That the application be deferred to allow for issues raised to be
addressed.
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Mr A Hockridge addressed the Committee objecting to the
application.
Mr P White addressed the Committee objecting to the application.
Mr R Smith, Agent, addressed the Committee in support of the
application.
Councillor Langford, Ward Member, addressed the Committee.

(b)

Application No. 1/1017/2021/REMM
The following Councillors had attended the site visit listed below:
Councillors: C Leather, R Boughton, M Brown, P Christie, R Craigie,
R Lock, P Watson and R Wiseman

Application No. 1/1017/2021/REMM - Application for reserved
matters of layout, landscaping, scale and appearance for 40 no.
dwellings, along with provision of new strategic footpath/cycleway,
informal public open space and associated works pursuant to Outline
Planning Permission 1/0906/2015/OUTM (Amended Plans) - Land To
The Rear Of Amberley, Limers Lane, Northam.
Interests: None
Officer recommendation: Grant
The planning application had been called into Plans Committee by
Councillor Leather for the following reasons:






Lack of play provision and open space
Attenuation scheme inadequate
Layout detrimental to amenity of existing neighbours
Out of character with the area
Vehicular and pedestrian conflicts

Prior to the presentation Members were informed of the following
updates:
Two additional objections received:
Oakridge – Property and garden will be overlooked.
Cleave Moorings – overdevelopment, lack of affordable housing,
traffic, not enough employment (all issues dealt with in committee
report)
Conditions The agent has requested that condition 2 is made „prior to
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occupation‟ instead of pre-commencement. This is considered
reasonable.
TyposCondition 11 – Should read „Waste Audit Statement‟ not „Waste
Audit‟
Condition 13 – Reads „fundings‟ – should be „findings‟

The Principal Planning Officer presented the report and advised
Members of the main planning considerations.
Councillor Christie raised the following concerns:


Play area being so near to the A39 road.



Visibility and access. The Devon County Highways Officer
confirmed he is satisfied there is acceptable visibility and
access to the site.

Councillor Lock also raised concerns regarding the play area and
recommended a condition be imposed screening the play area off
from the road. The Principal Planning Officer advised there will be a
fence surrounding the area and is a condition to be delivered.
Additional concerns/points raised included:


Affordable housing – not pepper potted around the site as
stated in the report. The Principal Planning Officer advised
the Strategic Enabling Officer had no objections to the
scheme.



Outline application previously determined – access to the site
had been approved under this application. Concerns also
expressed as to the transparency of the Granting of the
Outline application raised by one of the speakers. The
Planning Manager clarified the position and confirmed no
evidence of concerns regarding determination of the
application had been seen.



DM04 – Impact on amenities – overlooking neighbouring
properties. The Principal Planning Officer stated that reason
for refusal on amenity could not be upheld on Appeal.



Access to Muddy Boots Nursery – The Principal Planning
Officer advised access will remain to the Nursery and will
provide them with a safe cycleway and walkway.

It was resolved by Councillor Lock, seconded by Councillor Watson
that the application be approved.
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A recorded vote was taken.
Councillor
Cllr R Boughton
Cllr M Brown
Cllr P Christie
Cllr R Craigie
Cllr C Leather
Cllr R Lock
Cllr D McGeough
Cllr P Watson
Cllr R Wiseman

For
X
X
X
X
X
X

Against

Abstain

X
X
X

(Vote: For 8, Against 1)
RESOLVED:
That the application be Granted subject the conditions stated in
the report and an amendment to condition 2 as detailed above.
The Planning Manager read out a statement submitted by Mr Geoff
Evans objecting to the application.
Mr B Mitchell addressed the Committee objecting to the application.
Mr B Richardson, Applicant, addressed the Committee in support of
the application.

(c)

Application No. 1/1185/2021/FULM
The following Councillors had attended the site visit listed below:
Councillors: C Leather, R Boughton, M Brown, P Christie, R Craigie,
R Lock, P Watson and R Wiseman

Application No. 1/1185/2021/FULM - Restoration of nuclear bunker to
provide a tourist attraction and change of use of land for the
stationing of holiday lodge caravans, creation of a new access,
associated internal roadways, landscaping and drainage. - Land
Adjacent To Windmill Road, Holsworthy, Devon
Interests: None
Officer recommendation: Refuse

The planning application had been called into Plans Committee by
the following Councillors:
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Councillor Hepple if the Officer is minded to approve the application
and notes the following:
“Inappropriate development of a greenfield site; contrary to Local
Planning Policies; plus highways and environmental issues”.
Councillor Hutchings if the Officer is minded to refuse the application
and notes the following:
1. The proposal is sustainable development in that it provides
economic benefits
2. The proposal supports a prosperous rural economy in
accordance with criteria c and d of Paragraph 84 of the NPPF
3. The application is supported by Local Plan Policy ST13
4. The proposal for new tourism accommodation also accords
with Local Policy DM18
The Development Management Team Leader presented the report
and informed Members of the main planning considerations and the
reasoning for the recommendation of refusal.
Councillor Lock, at the site visit, had asked for further information as
to whether the proposal was for lodges or caravans. Following the
site visit, the Development Management Team Leader had been
advised by the applicant that they are lodges and had been designed
to meet the definition of a caravan.
The following points/concerns were raised during the debate:


A nuclear bunker as a Tourist attraction – the description is
misleading and is only to create an attraction for the holiday
lodges. The Devon County Highways Officer confirmed it
would only be an information Board.



Parking issues if, as stated, a significant number of people go
to look at these types of attractions.



Prominent site – detrimental because of the visual impact.

In accordance with the Constitution it was proposed by Councillor
Leather, seconded by Councillor Lock and –
Resolved: That in view of the fact 3 hours had elapsed since the
meeting had commenced, that the meeting should continue.
A recorded vote was taken.
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Councillor
Cllr R Boughton
Cllr M Brown
Cllr P Christie
Cllr R Craigie
Cllr C Leather
Cllr R Lock
Cllr D McGeough
Cllr P Watson
Cllr R Wiseman

For
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Against

Abstain

(Vote: For - Unanimous)
It was proposed by Councillor Watson, seconded by Councillor
Leather that the application be refused.
A recorded vote was taken.

Councillor
Cllr R Boughton
Cllr M Brown
Cllr P Christie
Cllr R Craigie
Cllr C Leather
Cllr R Lock
Cllr D McGeough
Cllr P Watson
Cllr R Wiseman

For
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Against

Abstain

(Vote: For - Unanimous)
RESOLVED:
That the application be refused for the reasons as stated in the
report.

The Planning Manager read out a statement received from Mrs Liz
Ledster objecting to the application
Mr Lyndon Piper addressed the Committee objecting to the
application
Mr Ian Strudwick, Applicant, addressed the Committee in support of
the application.
Councillor James, Ward Member, addressed the Committee.
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(d)

Application No. 1/0271/2022/FUL
The following Councillors had attended the site visit listed below:
Councillors: C Leather, R Boughton, M Brown, P Christie, R Craigie,
R Lock, P Watson and R Wiseman

Application No. 1/0271/2022/FUL - Erection of detached dwelling and
detached garage (Resubmission of application 1/1093/2021/FUL) Koversada, Diddywell Road, Appledore
Interests: None
Officer recommendation: Refuse

The planning application had been called into Plans Committee by
Councillor Hames if minded to approve and Councillor Ford if minded
to refuse for the following reasons:
Councillor Hames
1. Impact on character, appearance and tranquillity of
Undeveloped Coast
2. Site is outside Development Area
3. Contributing to coalescence between Appledore and Northam
(ref LP Policy NOR Spatial Strategy)
4. Design of new dwelling incompatible with adjacent house and
street scene
5. Impact on amenity of Koversada
6. Highways implications of more traffic on narrow lane
Councillor Ford
I believe there is a balance to be struck reference social gain and to
provide a family support network. Surely me/or the Committee could
impose conditions or ties (new house and existing must go together
should future use or sale happen).

The Principal Planning Officer presented the report and informed
Members of the main planning considerations and the reasoning for
the recommendation of refusal.
The following update was given:
“Amendment to Refusal Reason 2 – The site lies WITHIN the
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designated Coast and Estuary Zone.”
During the debate the following comments/points were made:


No detrimental impact on the open countryside because
development is within the curtilage of another property.



If approved could a condition be imposed attaching the two
properties? The Planning Manager advised a condition could
not be imposed, but PD Rights could be removed.



Considered it to be sustainable development and does not
impact on Koversada as proposal is within the curtilage of that
property.



The site was not thought to be isolated.

Councillor Christie considered the application should be refused as
the proposal is for an open market dwelling, although the applicants
claim it is for a local needs dwelling.
Following an enquiry from Councillor Watson, the Principal Planning
Officer confirmed the applicants could come back with an application
for a local needs dwelling, but the application for determination today
is for an open market dwelling. Although not a rural settlement the
development is in the open countryside.
It became evident from comments made during the debate that
Members were supportive of the application. The Planning Manager
gave advice to Members should they go against the recommendation
of refusal by the Principal Planning Officer. If the application was to
be approved, he advised that a landscaping scheme be submitted,
and that Members discuss conditions to be imposed with the Officer.
It was proposed by Councillor McGeough, seconded by Councillor
Craigie that the application be approved.
A recorded vote was taken.
Councillor
Cllr R Boughton
Cllr M Brown
Cllr P Christie
Cllr R Craigie
Cllr C Leather
Cllr R Lock
Cllr D McGeough
Cllr P Watson
Cllr R Wiseman

For
X
X

Against

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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(Vote: For 7, Against 2)
RESOLVED:
That the application be Granted subject to the wording of the
conditions being delegated to Officers in conjunction with the
Chair and Vice Chair.

Mr James McEldon addressed the Committee in support of the
application
Mr Shorne Tilbey addressed the Committee in support of the
application
Councillor Hames, Ward Member, addressed the Committee

(e)

Application No. 1/1388/2021/FUL
The following Councillors had attended the site visit listed below:
Councillors: C Leather, R Boughton, M Brown, P Christie, R Craigie,
R Lock, P Watson and R Wiseman

Application No. 1/1388/2021/FUL - Conversion of redundant
agricultural building into a one bedroom dwelling (AMENDED
DESCRIPTION AND PLANS) - Cleave Farm, Lower Cleave, Northam
Interests: None
Officer recommendation: Grant
The planning application had been called into Plans Committee by
Councillor Leather for the following reasons:
“On site turning and parking issues and inadequate amenity space.
Effect of the proposed development on the public right of way and
neighbouring properties”.

The Principal Planning Officer presented the report and advised
Members of the main planning considerations.
Following a brief discussion it was proposed by Councillor Lock,
seconded by Councillor Watson that the application be approved.
A recorded vote was taken.
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Councillor
Cllr R Boughton
Cllr M Brown
Cllr P Christie
Cllr R Craigie
Cllr C Leather
Cllr R Lock
Cllr D McGeough
Cllr P Watson
Cllr R Wiseman

For
X
X
X
X

Against

Abstain

X
X
X
X
X

(Vote: For 7, Against 1, Abstentions 1)
Councillor McGeough left the room during the public participation and
therefore abstained from the vote.
RESOLVED:
That the application be Granted subject to the conditions as set
out in the report.
K Hunter addressed the Committee objecting to the application
G Scott addressed the Committee objecting to the application
L Bennett, Applicant, addressed the Committee in support of the
application
D Somerville, Agent, addressed the Committee in support of the
application

130.

APPEAL DECISIONS SUMMARY
There were no Appeal Decisions.

131.

COSTS ON APPEALS
There were no Costs on Appeals.

132.

DELEGATED DECISIONS - AGMB APPLICATIONS
The Committee noted the Delegated Decisions from 31 March 2022 to 28 April
2022.

133.

PLANNING DECISIONS
The Committee noted the Planning decisions for the period 31 March 2022 to 28
April 2022.

The meeting commenced at 09.30am and closed at 14.05pm
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Agenda Item 7a
Committee Report – 9th June 2022

Number:
© Application
Crown copyright
and database 1/1133/2021/REMM
rights 2012 Ordnance Survey 100022736
Registration date:

28 September 2021

Expiry date:

28 December 2021

Applicant:

Vistry Homes

Agent:

Walsingham Planning

Case Officer:

Kristian Evely

Site Address:

Land To The South Of Clovelly Road,
Bideford,
Devon

Proposal:

Reserved matters application for details of
appearance, landscaping, layout and scale in
respect of a proposal for 274 no. dwellings,
associated infrastructure and open space
pursuant outline planning permission
1/0039/2014/OUTM (Amended Plans)

Recommendation:

Grant

© Crown copyright and database rights 2022 Ordnance Survey 100022736
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Reason for referral:
This application was called-in by Cllr Langford to consider highways safety on the surrounding area.
Addendum:
This reserved matters application, which seeks approval of details relating to appearance,
landscaping, layout and scale pursuant to outline planning permission 1/0039/2014/OUTM, was
considered by Plans Committee on the 12th May 2022.
Members resolved to defer the application in order to obtain further information. Given the nature of
the discussion around the application, and the fact this is a reserved matters application including
details of landscaping, it was agreed with the Applicant that an additional stock fence would be
provided along the southern boundary of the site, along with additional tree planting around new
dwellinghouses to assist in mitigating any noise impact.
In addition to the above, the applicants have provided the following information to help address some
of the concerns raised at committee. It should be noted the information relating to offsite highways
works is for information only and does not form part of the submission/members considerations.
-

A non-technical summary of the noise report
Swept path analysis for tractor and trailer
Information on the Traffic Regulation Orders
Potential offsite crossing

As articulated in the original Committee Report, the application proposes a scheme of mitigation to
prevent any noise nuisance occurring from existing uses surrounding the site, which includes
mechanical ventilation. The mitigation measures are considered to be effective, and suitable for their
intended purpose. In addition, the landscaping scheme has been updated to include additional tree
planting between High Park Farm and proposed residential uses. Once established, this planting will
further mitigate any noise. A stock fence has also been provided along the southern edge of the site
(in line with the root protection zone), which will limit any concerns regarding trespass.
Offsite highways works were discussed by members, and the applicants have provided additional
information. This information shows that a pedestrian crossing is achievable, and the Planning Officer
has discussed this with DCC Highways who continue to have no objections. Offsite highways works
are not a consideration for this application.
As set out in the remaining committee report, the Planning Officer maintains that the reserved matters
application is in accordance with local and national policy and would not cause any significant harm
which would warrant a reason for refusal.
Relevant History:

Application No.

Description

Status

Closed

1/0039/2014/OUTM

Outline planning application for
up to 550 dwellings, a 1.9ha
primary school site (including
neighbourhood building),
highway accesses (including the
rerouting of Littleham Lane)
public open space and other
associated infrastructure. All
matters reserved other than
access.

PER

14.11.2018
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1/1256/2021/REMM

1/1428/2021/SEC106

1/0017/2022/DIS

1/0019/2022/DIS

1/0025/2022/DIS

Reserved matters application for
details of appearance,
landscaping, layout and scale in
respect of a proposal for 276 no.
dwellings, associated
infrastructure and open space
pursuant outline planning
permission 1/0039/2014/OUTM
(Amended Plans)
Deed of modification for the
S106 agreement pursuant to
planning permission
1/0039/2014/OUTM
Discharge of condition 22 of
Planning Approval
1/0039/2014/OUTM.
Archaeology - (Written Scheme
of Investigation)
Discharge of conditions 23, 24 &
25 of application
1/0039/2014/OUTM
(Biodiversity, Landscaping, Tree
Protection)
Discharge of conditions 8 & 9
(highways) of planning approval
1/0039/2014/OUTM

PCO

PCO

PCO

PCO

PCO

Site Description & Proposal
Site Description:
This site is located on the western edge of Bideford, beyond the Affinity shopping outlet and south of
Clovelly Road. The site is part of the land allocated for development, detailed in policy BID09 and
shown on policies map 2. The site is currently agricultural land. The north of the site runs parallel with
the Clovelly Road, the west of the site runs parallel to a Class C Highway which travels to Littleham
from Clovelly Road, The south of the site is adjacent to a treeline, with agricultural land beyond,
including High Park Farm.
The site slopes from north to south, and to the east. Existing hedgerow boundaries surround the site
and break up the field pattern within. The site is in an area defined by the Joint Landscape Character
Assessment for Torridge and North Devon as Coastal Undulating Farmland (5B).
As part of the North Devon and Torridge Local Plan (NDTLP), the wider BID09 site is a proposed
allocation which seeks to provide a comprehensively planned development for approximately 700
dwellings, including social and community infrastructure, sports facilities, a vehicular link to the
Caddesdown Industrial Park extension, and strategic planting. In addition to this, outline planning
permission (1/0039/2014/OUTM) was granted on the 14th of November 2018 for:
Up to 550 dwellings, a primary school site, highway accesses, public open space and other
associated infrastructure. All matters were reserved other than access.
A section 106 was attached to this application. The relevant infrastructure contributions are as follows:
-

On Site/Off Site Education Land Provision (minimum 1.7 hectares)

Highways Infrastructure including:
- A 9 metre wide carriageway between the primary access and the eastern boundary of the site
with Scratchface Lane with additional 3m wide shared cycleway/footway on one side and
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-

2m footway on the other side (A total highway width of 14m), unless otherwise agreed in
writing with the LPA.
Minimum 3 metre wide shared cycleway/footway along the frontage of the site (or behind
hedge depending on ecological and visual impacts).
Secondary access being future-proofed to allow for easy upgrade to four arm signalised
junction without the need for additional land south of Clovelly Road.
Affordable Housing 83 dwellings (15%)
Formal and Informal Open Space
Play Space (Children) minimum 0.25 hectares consisting of LAPs, LEAPs, NEAPs
Youth and Adult use minimum of 1.38 hectares to include sports pitch provision of at least 1.1
hectares (Note: The applicants have recently applied to vary the section 106 relating to
sports provision on site, reducing the size of the sports pitch from 1.1 hectares to 0.6136
hectares with an offsite financial contribution to make up the shortfall)

Financial contributions for:
- Library Contribution £422.36 per dwelling
Education Contributions
- Primary contributions of £3,332 per family-type dwellings
- Early year's contribution of £250 per family type dwelling
- Education land contribution where the school is provided off site
Highways Contributions
- £440,000 towards bus service provision.
- £461,400 towards improvement of the A39 junction with Heywood Road (Heywood Road
roundabout).
- £60,000 towards pedestrian and cyclist improvements to Clovelly Road and Scratchface
- Reasonable endeavours to achieve two traffic regulation orders required as part of the
development c£5,000 each.
Proposal:
As previously indicated, Torridge District Council have already granted outline planning permission,
including permission for the access, reference 1/0039/2014/OUTM.
This application seeks approval for the remaining Reserved Matters, which includes.
-

Layout
Scale
Appearance
Landscaping

The proposed layout begins at the site entrances. The primary entrance to the site is via a roundabout
to the northwest, this leads traffic into the site and directly onto the 'vehicular link' to Caddsdown,
which travels past the potential school site, then along the southern part of the site where it would
adjoin phase 2. There is also a link onto the Littleham Road from this point.
The secondary entrance comes into the site centrally to the north. This then travels south, with roads
coming off east-west, before adjoining into the 'vehicular link'
The northern edge of the development includes a cycle path behind the existing hedgerow. This
adjoins the highway to the north eastern point. The school site is in the south western parcel of the
site, whilst attenuation basins will be on the lower land to the south. A LEAP is sited centrally within
the site/adjoining the Caddsdown Link, and informal areas of green space are distributed throughout.
Drainage will be dealt with by a scheme of attenuation, which includes ponds along the southern edge
of the site. A mixture of soft and hard landscaping is proposed, including the retention of existing
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hedgerow and tree features where possible. The scheme includes a variety of different house types,
including 237 open market homes, 37 affordable homes and a block of flats.
Consultee representations:
DCC Archaeology Section:
11.02.2022
No additional comments
06.01.2022
I can confirm that the programme of archaeological works as described in the Written Scheme of
Investigation (WSI) submitted by your organisation AC archaeology (document ref: : ACD2644/1/0
and
dated: 14/12/2021) is acceptable to the Historic Environment Team.
The acceptance of the WSI by this office does not represent the discharge of the condition that has
been applied to the consent granted.
If the WSI is being submitted in support of a planning application or to discharge a condition then the
WSI needs to be submitted, either by the applicant or their agent, to the Local Planning Authority
(LPA) for
their formal approval and, if required, to enable them to discharge the condition prior to any
development commencing on site. The applicant should ensure that the archaeological works are
implemented as
described in order to avoid breach of the Condition.
I would be grateful if I could be copied in on the formal submission to the LPA.
10.11.2021
I refer to the above application. The consent granted for the outline planning application is conditional
upon programme of archaeological work being undertaken - Condition 22. This condition is worded
as:
"No development shall take place until the applicant has secured the implementation of a programme
of archaeological work in accordance with a written scheme of investigation which has been
submitted by the
applicant and approved by the Planning Authority. The development shall be carried out at all times in
strict accordance with the approved scheme, or such other details as may be subsequently agreed in
writing by the Local Planning Authority."
To date the Historic Environment Team is unaware that this condition has been discharged. As such, I
would recommend that the applicant is made aware of the requirement to discharge this condition
prior to the
development commencing.
I will be happy to discuss this further with you, the applicant or their agent. The Historic Environment
Team can also provide the applicant with advice of the scope of the works required, as well as contact
details for archaeological contractors who would be able to undertake this work. Provision of detailed
advice to nonhouseholder developers may incur a charge. For further information on the historic
environment and planning, and our charging schedule please refer the applicant to:
https://new.devon.gov.uk/historicenvironment/development-management/.
Bideford Town Council:
18.02.2022
RESOLVED: That the application is agreed but that the following points are taken into serious
consideration:
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' Members have major concerns about increased pressure the level of traffic will create on Clovelly
Road. Further to a response from the applicant stating that traffic will not be adversely affected on
Clovelly Road, we do not believe this and have serious concerns.
' Members queried why traffic to Littleham is being routed through the new estate.
' Members would like to see a provision for Solar Panels made to the dwellings, to compliment EV
charging points the Applicant has agreed to provide.
' Members would like to see a school built either to the North or South of Clovelly Road before the
building of houses is commenced.
18.11.2021
RESOLVED: Members accept the proposal but have raised the following points of concern:
(a) Members have major concerns about increased pressure the level of traffic will create on Clovelly
Road.
(b) Members query why traffic to Littleham is being routed through the new estate.
(c) Members would like to see EV charging points provided in the proposed dwellings.
(d) Members would like to see a school built either to the North or South of Clovelly Road before the
building of houses is commenced.
Devon County Council (Highways):
24.03.2022
I have considered the plans and have no further comments to make.
22.02.2022
I have reviewed the additional information for application 1/1133/2021/REMM and now have no
objection to the proposal.
26.10.2021
Observations:
The proposals are largely in line with the approved outline and have been developed following
detailed pre-application discussions. There are however a few matters which need amending for the
layout to be acceptable in transport terms. These are given below and should be addressed through
resubmission of relevant plans.
No access is shown to the future school site. The access is likely to be off the main spine road, but it
has not been shown where on this road that might be possible with adequate visibility splays,
pedestrian and cyclist access. The area shown as verge on the side of the road, with trees, is likely to
need significant amendment to provide access to the site. Crossing points on the main spine road
should also be considered for future access to the school by non-car modes.
Details of works to 'Littleham Road' are required in more detail, particularly the closure of the junction
onto Clovelly Road when the new roundabout will be open. A Traffic Regulation Order will be
required, but details of the proposed works are also needed. Amendment to the
access to the site from Littleham Road needs amendment to allow infrequent agricultural vehicles to
turn left from 'Littleham Road' into the site. Visibility splays at the crossing near to this access should
also be shown and need to be appropriate for the likely speed of traffic.
Various non-car links are shown between side roads and open spaces, these need to be a minimum
of 3.0m wide to enable safe shared use by pedestrians and cyclists. Such paths should be designed
to have safe access for the occasional maintenance vehicle to access the various ponds and open
space areas.
The cycle link between the site and Clovelly Road in the north east corner of the red line requires
more detail (and is subject to more detailed design through the s278 process). An off site pedestrian
link is required to join this path to existing footway provision to allow for the safe movement of
pedestrians between the site and the rest of Bideford. Otherwise, there is no safe pedestrian route
without the completion of phase two of the site linking to Scratchface Lane.
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No bus stops or shelters are within the site, and while future bus routes are not yet known, some
major bus stops should be designed into the layout to encourage future use without retrofitting the
design of the road. One such location should be near tot he future school, and
this should be designed into the road layout with the school access and pedestrian accesses.
The design of the crossroads between plots 226, 262, 336 and 257 is substandard with one right
angle corner, and other tight turns. Tracking of a fire engine i only shown for two movements here and
shows manoeuvres would be problematic if other traffic is present. This road could become busy in
the future as the main road link to the secondary access. This should be redesigned and could also
include an area for a possible bus stop in the future.
At the present time I have an objection to the proposal on the basis of the above issues being
contrary to NPPF paragraph 112, but this is possible to overcome with a redesigned layout.
The Environment Agency:
No comments received
Environmental Protection Officer:
28.03.2022
In relation to the above application, the Environmental Protection Team provides further comments
following receipt of the representations received on behalf of the owner of High Park Farm and Asda,
both neighbouring premises of the application site.
The representation raised by Richard Buxton Solicitors on behalf of the owner of High Park Farm has
been addressed by the applicant in the Bickerdike Allen Partners letter dated 11 March. The
Environmental Protection Team is satisfied that appropriate noise mitigation measures have been
proposed to achieve compliance with condition 14 of planning consent 1/0039/2014/OUTM and
ensure noise arising from High Park Farm does not result in detriment to amenity.
The representation raised by Asda, involving the noise arising from HGV movements on the service
road to the northeast of the application site, has been addressed by the applicant in the Bickerdike
Allen Partners letter dated 8 March. The correspondence indicates that an external level of LAeq (15
minutes) 45dB is attributed to HGV movements and that 11 dwellings have been identified that would
exceed the noise limit specified in condition 14 of planning consent 1/0039/2014/OUTM.
Subsequently, noise mitigation in the form of mechanical ventilation has been proposed to negate the
noise impact.
In summary, the Environmental Protection Team reiterates the comments provided in the consultation
response dated 18 February in that the suitable noise mitigation measures have been proposed that
will negate any noise impact and ensure acceptable living conditions. Should planning consent be
granted, the Environmental Protection Team recommends the imposition of a condition stipulating that
mechanical ventilation is introduced to the 109 dwellings, outlined in Table 5 of the Bickerdike Allen
Partners Noise Control Scheme as well as the 11 dwellings listed in the Bickerdike Allen Partners
addendum dated 8 March 2022. The dwellings will also have openable windows to ensure future
residents have the option with regards ventilation
18.02.2022
Further to previous consultation responses, please find below additional comments from the
Environmental Protection Team in relation to the above application.
As previously mentioned, the noise impact from the neighbouring farm, High Park Farm, located to
the south of the application site was raised as a concern during the outline application. The specific
noise impact was identified as the cleansing activity occurring during the night time period. Following
several robust noise assessments, it was
agreed that noise mitigation measures would need to be implemented to prevent or minimise the
noise impact on future dwellings. Subsequently, condition 14 of planning permission
1/0039/2014/OUTM was imposed and reads as follows:
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A noise control scheme shall be submitted as part of any reserved matters application that will detail
noise mitigation measures that will be applied to any property within a development phase exposed to
noise exceeding 40dB LAr (15 minutes) between the hours of 2300 and 0700. The noise control
scheme must be based on the assessment methodology in BS4142:2014 and shall be submitted to
and approved in writing by the district planning authority. All noise mitigation works, as approved,
shall be completed prior to the occupation of any dwelling
benefitting from those noise mitigation measures.
Reason: To protect the amenity of the locality especially for people living or working nearby.
It is noted that the site layout subject of the above reserved matters application differs from the site
plan submitted within the outline application. Furthermore, it is noted that this reserved matters
application applies to the northern part (or phase 1) of the consented outline site and, although further
noise mitigation is likely to be
afforded to the site from the development of phase 2, this application must be assessed
independently.
Using the noise data from noise assessments previously undertaken and agreed, the noise control
scheme models the noise impact and identifies 109 dwellings that exceed the noise limit of 40dB LAr
(15 minutes) during the period 2300 to 0700 hours once separation distance and any screening from
dwellings have been considered. British Standard BS8233:2014 recommends an internal noise limit of
30dB for bedrooms in order to prevent sleep disturbance. The level of attenuation offered from an
open window is 15dB whereas a closed conventional double glazed window will offer approximately
25dB. It would appear that there was agreement at the outline application stage that future residents
should have the flexibility to open for purge ventilation windows thereby negating the use of sealed
windows as a noise mitigation measure. Having regard for the noise control scheme, introducing
conventional double glazed windows to dwellings that exceed the noise limit of 40dB LAr (15 minutes)
will sufficiently mitigate noise and ensure acceptable internal levels are achieved when windows are
closed. However, it is acknowledged that additional ventilation will be required to the dwellings to
ensure an alternative to opening windows for fresh air. The introduction of mechanical ventilation in
conjunction with sealed or closed windows is an accepted noise mitigation measure in recognised
guidance.
The Environmental Protection Team acknowledges the objection regarding the noise control scheme
however, there appears to be some confusion with the interpretation of condition 14. As outlined
above, the condition specifies noise mitigation measures are introduced where dwellings exceed the
noise limit as opposed to not being developed. Furthermore, as alluded to above, noise mitigation for
the dwellings of this Phase 1 reserved matters application is independent of Phase 2 thereby, not
reliant on measures introduced in that subsequent phase of development.
In summary, the noise mitigation measures, namely the combination of separation distance,
screening and glazing, will negate any noise impact and ensure acceptable living conditions. Should
planning consent be granted for the above reserved matters application, the Environmental Protection
Team recommends the imposition of a condition
stipulating that mechanical ventilation must be introduced to the 109 dwellings, outlined in Table 5 of
the Bickerdike Allen Partners Noise Control Scheme.
It is noted that an objection has been raised on behalf of Asda regarding the noise impact from night
time deliveries accessing the store from the service track to the north east of the application site. The
hours of delivery to the store are restricted as per extant planning permission 1/0614/2013/FUL,
preventing deliveries during the night time
period, due to the presence of existing dwellings. Planning consent for a temporary 12 month period
of unrestricted deliveries was granted in January 2021, as per planning application 1/1003/2020/FUL,
in line with Government advice to assist superstores at the time during the early stage of the Covid
pandemic. The temporary permission has
now lapsed and an informative was provided that should a permanent variation of delivery hours be
proposed, a detailed noise assessment would be required to evaluate the noise impact on both
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existing and proposed dwellings as part of a planning application. Subsequently, the onus is on Asda
to provide an appropriate assessment and
suitable mitigation measures, where required, should changes to the delivery hours be sought.
I hope the above information assists with your enquiry.
24.01.2022
Further to the previous consultation response dated 22 October 2021, the Environmental Protection
Team reiterates that the noise impact from the neighbouring farm to the south of the application site
was previously raised as a concern during the outline application following various assessments.
Subsequently, condition 14 of outline planning application stipulated that a noise control scheme is
implemented for the residential development.
The noise control scheme submitted by the applicant outlines measures to prevent or reduce the
noise impact and these must be introduced throughout the development site in order to ensure
residential amenity is not significantly adversely affected by noise arising from the neighbouring farm.
It is imperative that the measures outlined in the scheme are implemented and the Environmental
Protection Team recommends a condition to this effect.
22.10.2021
In relation to the above application, noise impact from the neighbouring farm to the south of the
application site was previously raised following various assessments. The noise control scheme
submitted outlines measures to prevent or reduce the noise impact and these must be introduced
throughout the development site in order to ensure residential amenity is not significantly adversely
affected by noise arising from the neighbouring farm.
South West Water:
04.02.2022
I refer to the planning application reserved matters and whilst there are no objections, I would advise
that South West Water do not accept land drainage (including groundwater) into the surface water
sewers, which are intended to take the runoff from roofs and driveway (domestic flows).
With particular reference to so-labelled "swale/drainage ditch" elements shown on Preliminary
Drainage Layout Sheet 3 of 6 Drawing no PDL-03 Revision D (dated 17/01/2022):
- Any so-labelled "swale/drainage ditch" elements should be landscaped to exclude surface water
runoff that is non-domestic in origin.
- Where the groundwater table is locally high and there is the potential for groundwater to enter the
surface water drainage via any "swale/drainage ditch", these should also be lined to prevent
groundwater ingress.
- If part of the design objective of the swale is to enable some infiltration to ground (where the
groundwater table is much lower than the bottom of the swale/ditch), I would refer the applicant to the
DCG Appendix C, Clause B5.1.14. Should the intention be to offer the drainage elements for
adoption, please be advised that South West Water will not adopt foul sewers under infiltration
elements. Therefore the applicant is advised to ensure the swale sides do not coincide with sewer
easements as they currently appear to do.
01.11.2021
With reference to the planning application at the above address, I would advise that South West
Water have no objection. The applicant/agent is advised to contact South West Water if they are
unable to comply with our requirements.
Littleham Parish:
04.01.2021
We recognise there is a housing crisis in the Bideford area and an urgent need for provision of new
housing. We are therefore not in principle against the building of new houses in this area, although
there is already a large development underway on the north side of Clovelly Road. However, we have
some serious concerns regarding this planning application and wish to submit the following
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comments. The allocation of only 41 affordable homes out of a total of 274 seems woefully
inadequate, since the primary purpose of developments such as this should be to provide additional
and/or improved housing for local residents and families, rather than to encourage more people to
move to the area from other regions, thus causing further inflation in the housing market. - It should
be a condition that all dwellings within the development that are sold on the open market should be for
primary residence; none should be sold as second or holiday homes.
The application does not adequately address policy ST05 in the North Devon and Torridge Local Plan
2011-2013.
- How will the houses be heated? In order to comply with targets for achieving net zero, it should be a
condition of granting planning permission that all the dwellings are provided with electric/renewable
energy
- e.g. heat-pumps, underfloor heating, etc; there should be absolutely no installation of gas boilers or
oil fired central heating. - Solar panels should be installed on all suitable roofs
- All the houses must be adequately insulated to prevent unnecessary and costly heat-loss and
subsequent costly and disruptive retrofitting.
The application does not adequately address policies ST02 and BID01 in the North Devon and
Torridge Local Plan 2011-2013.
- The plans include generous provision for car parking, but I have not been able to find any indication
of how many charging points for electric cars are planned; these should be an integral part of the
plans for parking arrangements.
- The provision of safe pedestrian and cycle routes directly from the development into Atlantic
Village/Affinity Devon, without the need to join the main Clovelly Road, is essential.
- How exactly is Littleham Lane to be re-routed - directly to the existing Abbotsham roundabout or
through
the new estate to the new roundabout? In our opinion, the latter would not be acceptable either to
existing
road-users or to residents of the new development.
- What consideration has been given to the potential increase of traffic towards and through Littleham
Village via Littleham Lane, which is very narrow in places and currently has no speed restriction?
Many
local residents already have serious concerns about traffic speed and road safety on this route, which
is used by a variety of vehicles including cars, lorries, agricultural vehicles, delivery vans and cycles.
The application does not adequately address policy ST14 in the North Devon and Torridge Local Plan
2011-2013.
- Although the application appears to comply with basic requirements regarding environmental and
biodiversity impacts, there is very likely to be a negative effect in the short/medium term due to loss of
mature trees, hedgerows and grassland, and on local wildlife, especially birds and insects, which are
already in decline; new planting around a large new built development cannot guarantee to provide
suitable
replacement habitats.
Alwington Parish Council:
28.01.2022
Reserved matters application for details of appearance, landscaping, layout and scale in respect of
a proposal for 276 no. dwellings, associated infrastructure and open space pursuant outline planning
permission 1/0039/2014/OUTM
Thank you for the details and information contained in this applications in support of the application to
build 276 dwellings on the south side of Clovelly Road. As presented Alwington Parish Council
objects strongly to this application because of the sparsity of the detailed information regarding its
impact on the local community.
In particular further information is required about:
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1. The impact on secondary education at Bideford College: Does it have the capacity to cope with
an influx of students. Or are the developers expecting to bus students to Atlantic Academy?
2. We recognise that there is provision for a Primary School but we believe this school is essential
and that a commitment to build it must be made by Devon County Council. It should be opened
concurrently with the sale of houses as they are occupied.
3. The impact on the local NHS: All GP Practices are at maximum capacity with waiting
times for appointments already extended into weeks (more often than not over three weeks). Why
have the developers not included plans for a new practice?
4. The impact on the local road network in and around Clovelly Road: What
provisions are being made to improve and widen Clovelly Road to improve traffic flow along the
road from the Asda/ Affinity traffic lights to the Abbotsham roundabout on the A39.
5. The impact on the local transport network: Is the Stagecoach 319 bus to the west
of Bideford going to be routed through the estate extending journey times from Fairy
Cross and beyond?
6. The impact and remedial measures required to protect the neighbouring dairy farm at High Park
Farm (owned by Andrew and Pete Hockridge). Pete, a young and upcoming farmer, could have his
business wiped out by excessive complaints about air and noise pollution with purchasers unused to
living in a rural community. These things are entirely beyond the farmer's control! Will the developer
also assist their neighbours to improve security to reduce the threat of increased vandalism and
theft!
Most importantly what proportion of the houses will be "affordable” particularly after the Pandemic
when inflation has raised house prices significantly. How many of these houses will be protected for
local people ONLY? It is the opinion of Alwington Parish Council that potential investors should be
barred from making multiple purchases and that a rigorous covenant excluding short term rental for
holidaymakers is introduced. These houses must be built for local people to live in.
Furthermore, what steps are being taken to ensure that these houses are sustainable and
fit for our fossil fuel free future? Whereas the government has mandated that all houses must be fitted
with an electric car charging point how many of the houses will be provide with PV panels so that
householders can reduce their energy expenditure with minimum further investment?
Alwington Parish Council trusts that this information can be provided openly, transparently and in a
timely manner.
Devon County Council - Flood Risk Management:
15.02.2022
Recommendation:
Our objection is withdrawn and we have no in-principle objections to the above planning application at
this stage.
Observations:
Following my previous consultation response dated 03.02.2022, the applicant has provided additional
information in relation to the surface water management aspects of the above planning application, in
an email dated 07.02.22 for which I am grateful.
- Letter from Tumu Consulting to DCC dated 7th February 2022
The applicant has provided a feasible surface water drainage strategy limiting runoff to existing
greenfield rates. The calculations also include an allowance for urban creep in line with best practice.
The applicant has demonstrated that any exceedance flows will be safely managed via conveyance
down the highways towards the basins.
The applicant is proposing to divert existing ditches on the site; one of which will become a swale and
be managed via a private management company.
18.02.2022
Recommendation:
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At this stage, we object to this planning application because we believe it does not satisfactorily
conform to Policy ST03 of North Devon and Torridge Local Plan 2011 - 2031. The applicant will
therefore be
required to submit additional information in order to demonstrate that all aspects of the proposed
surface water drainage management system have been considered.
Observations:
The discharge rates indicated in the Flood Risk Assessment do not adhere to the 5.5 l/s/ha stated in
the approved outline FRA.
The applicant should investigate whether the proposed basins can have varied side slopes which
would make the basins more sympathetic to the landscape and less engineered looking.
We would be pleased to provide a further substantive review if additional information is submitted to
the local planning authority.
03.02.2022
Recommendation:
At this stage, we object to this planning application because we believe it does not satisfactorily
conform to Policy ST03 of North Devon and Torridge Local Plan 2011 - 2031. The applicant will
therefore be required to submit additional information in order to demonstrate that all aspects of the
proposed surface water drainage management system have been considered.
Observations:
Following my previous consultation response FRM/ED/1133/2021, dated 14.01.21, the applicant has
submitted additional information in relation to the surface water drainage aspects of the above
planning application, for which I am grateful.
Previously we noted that many pipes are showing large volumes of flooding for the design event. We
do not believe the applicant's design is compliant with our SuDS for Devon Guidance (2017). The
highway is
not specifically designed to store large volumes of flood water. Examples of areas which are designed
to store flood water temporarily would be specially designed car parks or areas of public open space
as
indicated in the Ciria SuDS Manual C753. The modelling results show substantial volumes of flooding
throughout the networks for the design event which we do not support. The applicant should redesign
the
networks to be in line with our SuDS for Devon Guidance (2017). In relation to the proposed 99 m3 of
flooding, the applicant should provide evidence that the playing fields have been designed to hold this
floodwater.
The drainage ditch in Drainage Layout Sheet 3 indicates that a ditch is being infilled and diverted. We
understand that this feature will now form a swale and convey runoff from the development however
the
applicant should clarify where this ditch is being diverted to.
The applicant has noted that the area in Catchment C has increased however the Micro Drainage
model is still showing 1.583 ha whereas the drawing is showing 1.71 ha which includes urban creep.
We would be happy to provide a further review if additional information is submitted to the local
planning authority.
11.11.2021
Recommendation:
At this stage, we object to this planning application because we believe it does not satisfactorily
conform to Policy ST03 of North Devon and Torridge Local Plan 2011 - 2031. The applicant will
therefore be required to submit additional information in order to demonstrate that all aspects of the
proposed surface water drainage management system have been considered.
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Observations:
The discharge rates indicated in the Flood Risk Assessment do not adhere to the 5.5 l/s/ha stated in
the approved outline FRA. The applicant should investigate whether the proposed basins can have
varied side slopes which would make the basins more sympathetic to the landscape and less
engineered looking. We would be pleased to provide a further substantive review if additional
information is submitted to the local planning authority.
Historic England - Southwest Casework:
25.10.2021
Thank you for your letter of 19 October 2021 regarding the above application for planning permission.
On the basis of the information available to date, we do not wish to offer any comments. We suggest
that you seek the views of your specialist conservation and archaeological advisers, as relevant.
It is not necessary for us to be consulted on this application again, unless there are material changes
to the proposals. However, if you would like detailed advice from us, please contact us to explain your
request.
Designing Out Crime Officer - DC&D Police:
26.01.2022
Having reviewed and noted the relevant amended drawings and applicants comments within the
covering letter, I have no additional comments or objections to the proposal.
02.11.2022
Re Reserved matters application for details of appearance, landscaping, layout and scale in respect
of a proposal for 274 no. dwellings, associated infrastructure and open space at Land South Of
Clovelly Road, Littleham, Devon - 1st November 2021
Thank you for this application, police have no objections in principle to the overall design and layout
proposed, which will on the whole, provide both active frontages and good overlooking to the new
internal streets. The predominate use of back to back rear gardens is also noted and supported.
However, as there appears to be no
mention within either the Design & Access or Planning Statements of security or crime prevention
measures per se, it is not known if these key matters have been considered for the scheme or where
they have been implemented. Therefore, to assist from a designing out crime, fear of crime and
disorder perspective please find the following
information, advice and recommendations:As the security element of the building regulations, namely Approved Document Q (ADQ), sits outside
the decision making process for the planning authority the following information is to inform the
applicant:ADQ creates security requirements in relation to all new dwellings, including those resulting from a
change of use, for example commercial, warehouses or barns undergoing conversion into dwellings.
It also applies to conservation areas.
All doors at the entrance to a building, including garage doors where there is a connecting door to the
dwelling, and all ground floor, basement and other easily accessible windows, including roof lights,
must be shown to have been manufactured to a design that has been tested to an acceptable security
standard i.e. PAS 24 2016.
As such it is recommended that all external doors and easily accessible windows are sourced from a
Secured by Design (SBD) member-company. The requirements of SBD are that doors and windows
are not only tested to meet PAS 24 2016 standard by the product manufacturer, but independent
third-party certification from a UKAS accredited independent third-party certification authority is also in
place, thus exceeding the requirements of ADQ and reducing much time and effort in establishing the
provenance of non SBD approved products. SBD also incorporates a bespoke element to assist in the
crime prevention approach with regard to listed buildings and heritage status.
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Secured by Design (SBD) is a police owned crime prevention initiative which aims to improve the
security of buildings and their immediate surroundings in order to provide safer places to live and visit.
The above should be considered in conjunction with the following attributes of Crime Prevention
through Environmental Design (CPtED):- Access and movement: Places with well-defined and well used routes, with spaces and entrances
that provide for convenient movement without compromising security
- Structure: Places that are structured so that different uses do not cause conflict
- Surveillance: Places where all publicly accessible spaces are overlooked; have a purpose and are
well managed to prevent creating areas which could attract criminal activity, the antisocial to gather or
for unacceptable behaviour such as dumping, littering and dog fouling etc. to go unnoticed
- Ownership: Places that promote a sense of ownership, respect, territorial responsibility and
community
- Physical protection: Places that include necessary, well-designed security features as laid out in
SBD Homes 2019 and ADQ
- Activity - Places where the level of human activity is appropriate to the location and creates a
reduced risk of crime, fear of crime and a sense of safety at all times.
- Management and maintenance - Places that are designed with management and maintenance in
mind to discourage crime, fear of crime and ASB
The proposed site wide boundary and plot separation treatments are noted. I would advise that all
private front gardens are suitably defined with for example railings or planting. Open frontage,
particularly but not exclusively, on corner plots, for example 2 & 129, can for many reasons frequently
lead to community conflict, for example, desire lines for pedestrians and cyclists are created, dog
fouling, ball games and anti-social behaviour.
Any shared rear access paths must also be secured with a lockable gate, fitted as flush to the building
line as possible. This does not remove the need for each individual plot to have their own lockable
gate into the rear garden.
With the above in mind, I do have concerns with the indicated footpath link between plots 221-222 &
283-284 (phase2?) as it potentially leaves these plots vulnerable to ASB and nuisance behaviour. If
the local authority is minded to retain this access, consideration must be given to the above advice
along with enhanced physical security measures, for example, plot boundary definition and additional
defensive planting, for the adjacent plots.
Similar advice regarding boundary protection applies to those plots who's rear boundary adjoins the
proposed school site and any areas of public open space.
If existing hedgerow and banking is likely to comprise new rear garden boundaries then it must be fit
for purpose. They should be of both, sufficient height and depth to provide a consistent and effective
defensive boundary as soon as residents move in. If additional planting will be required to achieve this
then temporary fencing may be
required until such planting has matured. Any hedge must be of a type which does not undergo
radical seasonal change which would affect its security function.
From a designing out crime and disorder perspective it is vital that the parking provision for the
proposed development is both enough when balanced against the schedule of accommodation,
including any proposed future residential and community facility phases (school) and designed that it
is convenient and practical to use thus reducing the level of any unplanned parking elsewhere
throughout the development. It is the 'elsewhere parking 'that can introduce a source of conflict and
rancour amongst residents, generally due to inconsiderate or obstructive parking and chaotic and
vehicle dominated streets.
The proposed play areas appear well positioned be positioned within the development so that they
will be well overlooked and will not undermine the safety and security of those living nearby or the
intended users of the spaces. The provision of fencing around the play areas is noted and welcomed.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if any clarification is sought or I can assist further.
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Chief Education Officer:
21.10.2021
Thank you for the above notification. I note that although the school site has been slightly re-located it
still occupies the required 1.7 hectares to ensure delivery of a x2 form entry primary school.
Devon County Council Education has no further comments to make on the understanding that the
education contributions & obligations secured within the s106 agreement dated 14/11/18, remain in
place.
Natural England:
15.02.2022
No objections
10.11.2021
Thank you for your consultation.
Natural England has no comments to make on this application.
Sport England:
01.02.2022
Sport England has no comment to make on this amended plans/information consultation. Please refer
to our previous responses for our current position on this application.
20.10.2021
Thank you for consulting Sport England on the above application.
The proposed development does not fall within either our statutory remit (Statutory Instrument
2015/595), or non-statutory remit (National Planning Policy Guidance (PPG) Par. 003 Ref. ID: 37-00320140306), therefore Sport England has not provided a detailed response in this case, but would wish
to give the following advice to aid the assessment of this application.
General guidance and advice can however be found on our website:
https://www.sportengland.org/how-we-can-help/facilities-and-planning/planning-forsport#planning_applications
If the proposal involves the loss of any sports facility then full consideration should be given to
whether the proposal meets Par. 99 of National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), link below, is in
accordance with local policies to protect social infrastructure and any approved Playing Pitch Strategy
or Built Sports Facility Strategy that the local authority has in place.
If the proposal involves the provision of a new sports facility, then consideration should be given to the
recommendations and priorities set out in any approved Playing Pitch Strategy or Built Sports Facility
Strategy that the local authority may have in place. In addition, to ensure they are fit for purpose, such
facilities should be designed in accordance with Sport England, or the relevant National Governing
Body, design guidance notes:
http://sportengland.org/facilities-planning/tools-guidance/design-and-cost-guidance/
If the proposal involves the provision of additional housing ( then it will generate additional demand for
sport. If existing sports facilities do not have the capacity to absorb the additional demand, then new
and/or improved sports facilities should be secured and delivered in accordance with any approved
local policy for social infrastructure, and priorities set out in any Playing Pitch Strategy or Built Sports
Facility Strategy that the local authority has in place.
In line with the Government's NPPF (including Section 8) and PPG (Health and wellbeing section),
consideration should also be given to how any new development, especially for new housing, will
provide opportunities for people to lead healthy lifestyles and create healthy communities. Sport
England's Active Design guidance can be used to help with this when developing or assessing a
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proposal. Active Design provides ten principles to help ensure the design and layout of development
encourages and promotes participation in sport and physical activity.
Strategic Planning:
No comments received
DCC Rights Of Way:
No comments received
Community Projects Officer:
No comments received
Biosphere:
No comments received
Primary Care Estates Manager (NHS):
No comments received
SOS Secretary Of State:
No comments received
Conservation Officer:
No comments received
AONB Team:
No comments received
Minerals And Waste Planning:
No comments received
The Environment Agency:
No comments received
Representations:
Number of neighbours consulted:
Number of representations received:
Number of objection letters:

765
14
9

Number of letters of support:
Number of neutral representations:

0
5

3rd party representations are summarised below:
- New houses should not be in the countryside
- Surface water problems
- Lack of doctor and dentists in the area to support the housing
- Urban layout in rural area
- Poor scale of planting
- Alignment of buildings does not respect contours of land
- Does not respect rural character
- Objections to amount of fencing and walling
- Noise nuisance
- Inadequate noise survey to cover Asda Stores
- Pedestrian Cycleway is difficult to connect into the housing land north of the development
- Better cycleway links are required to connect to affinity.
- The ventilation systems and noise mitigation strategy agreed at outline is not consistent with this
reserved matters, which is unacceptable due to the proximity to High Park Farm.
- Number of affordable units inadequate
- Should be a condition that none of these homes are holiday homes
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- The development should be filled with renewable energy systems (heat pumps, solar, etc).
- No indication of EV charging points.
- Potential habitat loss
- Littleham Road arrangements unacceptable.
- There appear to be no designated cycle routes through the development
- No cycleways which link to Affinity
- Why aren't there more bungalows?
- Many of the submitted documents are unsuitable for the layman.
- What happens if the school isn't built?
- The noise mitigation will not be adequate to prevent future residents having an acceptable living
standard
- An Acoustic Design Statement should be produced
Policy Context:
North Devon and Torridge Local Plan 2011-2031:
ST01 (Principles of Sustainable Development); ST03 (Adapting to Climate Change and Strengthening
Resilience); ST04 (Improving the Quality of Development); ST06 (Spatial Development Strategy for
Northern Devon's Strategic and Main Centres); ST14 (Enhancing Environmental Assets); ST17 (A
Balanced Local Housing Market); ST18 (Affordable Housing on Development Sites); ST23
(Infrastructure); DM01 (Amenity Considerations); DM02 (Environmental Protection); DM03
(Construction and Environmental Management); DM04 (Design Principles); DM05 (Highways); DM06
(Parking Provision); DM08 (Biodiversity and Geodiversity); DM08A (Landscape and Seascape
Character); DM10 (Green Infrastructure Provision); BID09 (South of Clovelly Road);
Government Guidance:
NERC (Natural Environment & Rural Communities); WACA (Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981); NPPG
(National Planning Practice Guidance); NPPF (National Planning Policy Framework);
Planning Considerations
1.

Introduction

1.1.
This application is for Reserved Matters. Outline Planning Permission has already been
granted for this proposal, under reference 1/0039/2014/OUTM, and thus the principle of development
is not for consideration. In addition to the principle, the site access and contributions were agreed at
the outline stage, and these are also not for re-consideration.
1.2.

The main considerations for the determination of this application are:




Layout
Scale and external appearance
Landscaping

1.3.
For clarity, this report is organised into the main considerations as set out above, however, it
should be noted that these considerations are generally linked to each other, and as a result the
relevant policies will be similar. To avoid duplicating policy summaries throughout the report, a brief
summary of the most relevant policies is included below.
ST01 Principles of Sustainable Development Policy ST01 identifies that the Council will take a positive approach when determining development
proposals, approving applications which accord with the plan unless material considerations indicate
otherwise.
ST03 adapting to Climate Change -
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Policy ST03 requires that development is designed to take account of the impacts of climate change.
Measures such as reducing surface water run-off rates, integrating green infrastructure into urban
areas and adopting water management including Sustainable Drainage Systems, are encouraged.
ST04 Improving the Quality of Development Policy ST04 encourages improved design quality, and notes: development will achieve high quality
inclusive and sustainable design to support the creation of successful, vibrant places. Designs will be
based on a clear process that analyses and responds to the characteristics of the site, its wider
context and the surrounding area, taking full account of the principles of design found in Policy DM04
ST06 Development Strategy Policy ST06 recognises Bideford as a Strategic Centre, capable of supporting significant levels of
growth.
ST14 Enhancing Environmental Assets Requires the protection and enhancement of northern Devon's natural environment.
ST17: A Balanced Local Housing Market Requiring development to provide a scale and mix of dwellings which is reflective of local housing
need.
ST18: Affordable Housing on Development Sites
Relates to the delivery of affordable housing on allocation sites.
ST23: Infrastructure
Requires the delivery of infrastructure to meet with the impact of development.
DM01 Amenity Considerations Policy DM01 seeks to protect existing and intended occupier's amenity.
DM02 – Environmental Protection Seeks to ensure developments are acceptable regarding hazards, pollution and nuisance.
DM04 Design Principles Policy DM04 details 14 design principles which should be taken into consideration within any new
development. The crux of DM04 requires new developments to be of high quality design, including
being well related to their surroundings, be of an appropriate scale, include quality materials, and to
be sympathetic to the character and appearance of the local area.
DM05 Highways Development must ensure safe and designed vehicular access and egress, and adequate parking
and layouts which consider the needs and accessibility of all highways users including cyclists and
pedestrians.
Improvements to connections should be provided where practical.
DM06 Parking Policy DM06 requires development to provide suitable parking provision.
DM08 Biodiversity DM08 notes that development should conserve, protect and where possible, enhance biodiversity and
geodiversity.
DM08A Landscape Character Policy DM08A relates to landscape impacts, and seeks to ensure that proposals do not cause undue
landscape harm.
DM10 Green infrastructure Provision -
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DM10 requires development to provide acceptable levels of accessible green infrastructure and public
open space.
Policy BID09: Spatial Strategy South of Clovelly Road(1) Land at Adjavin Farm, south of Clovelly Road, extending to 41 hectares and as defined
on Policies Map 2, is allocated for residential and associated development, that includes:
(a) approximately 700 dwellings including affordable homes, with an emphasis on providing a mix
of housing types and sizes that reflects local needs;
(b) integrated social and community infrastructure, including a neighbourhood community centre;
(c) on site provision of sport and recreation facilities, including sports pitches adjoining Clovelly
Road/Atlantic Village;
(d) a vehicular link forming part of a wider distributor link to the south of Clovelly Road connecting
with the Caddsdown Industrial Park Extension, allocated by Policy BID05; and
(e) strategic planting along the site's southern boundary and western boundaries.
(2) The site will be developed in a comprehensive manner to deliver the following site specific
development principles;
(a) a landscape structure that builds on and enhances existing assets, providing accessible green
infrastructure and strengthening a distinctive edge to Bideford;
(b) noise and odour mitigation measures as necessary to avoid a prejudicial impact on the future
operation of High Park Farm;
(c) integrated pedestrian, cycle and public transport networks that provide connections to
neighbouring residential and commercial areas;
(d) vehicular access from Clovelly Road, the location and design of which will be achieved in
conjunction with the development of Winsford Park and Atlantic Way, allocated by Policy
BID01; and
(e) provision of off-site highway improvements as necessitated by the development.
In addition to the main considerations detailed above, this report will also cover the following points,
most of which are linked to the main considerations, but it was considered reasonable to separate
them for clarity purposes:
-

Neighbouring Amenity
Drainage
Ecology
Other considerations (heritage, objections, etc)

2.

Layout

2.1.
The applicants have engaged in pre-application discussions with the Local Planning Authority
and Highways Authority which have assisted in informing the layout.
2.2.
One of the main design considerations when determining layout is to ensure that the
development lends itself to the existing opportunities of the site. In the opinion of the planning officer,
this development proposal can be said to achieve this. Namely:
-

-

The proposed development would be generally consistent with the outline parameters,
including the distancing of dwellings away from noise generating uses. .
Development on the northern boundary faces Clovelly Road (as opposed to having back
gardens facing Clovelly Road), which will help improve the proposals appearance on this
gateway into Bideford. In addition, development throughout the site is designed to achieve
active frontages.
The site includes good permeability for pedestrians and cyclists
Affordable housing is well spread out.
There is sufficient public open space provided (including LEAPs, LAPs and informal open
space).
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-

Development utilises the contours to minimise engineering works.

2.3.
The onsite highways layout is considered acceptable in highways terms and DCC highways
raise no objections to the scheme. There is a generous amount of parking proposed which is
welcomed. Overall, the proposal is deemed compliant with DM05 and DM06 of the NDTLP having
regards to parking and highways.
2.4.
The Police Designing Out Crime Officer raises no objections to the scheme subject to
additional details of defensive planting between plots 221 and 222. In addition, further planting is
necessary around the future school site where it abuts dwellinghouses. This will be conditioned. Thus,
the proposed layout is acceptable having regards to crime and anti-social behaviour.
2.5.
Having regards to neighbouring amenity/layout, the proposed dwellings are reasonably well
spaced/distanced from each other, and each dwelling includes an adequate level of private amenity
space. Residential amenity will be considered in more detail in Section 5; however, the layout is
acceptable in this regard.
2.6.
Ecology and Drainage are both heavily influenced by the layout of the site, however these are
considered in detail in sections 6 and 7. Sections 6 and 7 conclude that the proposal is acceptable in
regards to drainage and ecology.
2.7.
3rd party representation notes that site is not well linked up with Bideford for pedestrians. In
support of the application, the applicants have provided a 3 metre cycleway along the northern edge
of the site linking to the school. In addition, there are good pedestrian links along the 'Caddsdown
Link' and as previously noted, the remaining site is reasonably well permeable for pedestrians. The
only issue is where the 3-metre cycleway adjoins Clovelly Road to the northeast. The applicants have
provided details (drawing 19478 SK-03) which identify potential works to the highway which could be
carried out by DCC. In addition, it is acknowledged that there is money within the Section 106 to be
used for pedestrian improvements along this stretch of road. Overall, the layout is acceptable with
regards to highways, and offsite pedestrian access works have a reasonable prospect of being
achieved. Finally, pedestrian access offsite is considered to be an 'access' consideration and not up
for consideration.
2.8.
Taking into consideration of the above points, the planning officer considers that in terms of
layout, the proposal complies with following policies in the NDTLP, BID09, ST01, ST03, ST04, ST14,
ST22, DM01, DM04, DM05, DM06, DM08, DM08A and DM10, as well as the relevant national
policies within the NPPF and PPG
3.

Scale and external appearance of the buildings

3.1.
A schedule of accommodation has been submitted which identifies house types and bed
spaces. In general the dwellings are considered to be an acceptable size, whilst the affordable
housing is considered to comply with the standards set out within the Section 106.
3.2.
In relation to scale/house type, the scheme does provide a mix of housing types and sizes.
The housing mix is set out below, and it should also be noted that the housing mix is made up of
different house types and sizes (i.e. not all 3 bedroom dwelling is the same).
1 beds = 8 (3%)
2 beds = 82 (30%)
3 beds = 110 (40%)
4 beds = 74 (27%)
3.3.
The identified local need/required housing mix is set out within the published Housing and
Economic Needs Assessment (HEDNA) 2016. This sets out the proportion of 1 bed, 2 bed, 3 bed and
4+ bed houses necessary in order to meet the district's housing needs as a whole. The proposed
housing mix on this site is weighted differently to the HEDNA, which requires a greater proportion of 1
bedroomed dwellings, and a slightly greater proportion of 2 bedroom dwellings. Nonetheless, there is
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no condition upon the outline planning permission requiring compliance with the HEDNA mix, and
thus the LPA is limited to what it can control. In addition, in light of the Councils Five Year Housing
Land Supply position, and the increasing need for bigger more flexible homes post Covid, this is not
considered to result in a defensible reason for refusal.
3.4.
3rd Party Representation claims the scheme should provide for more bungalows. Whilst it is
true that this scheme does not provide any, in the opinion of the planning officer this would not be a
sufficient reason to refuse the application as there is still a variety of houses provided.
3.5.
A building heights plan has been submitted, which details a range of dwelling sizes across the
site. As set out in the design and access statement, 'buildings are generally two storeys, with
buildings in notable or key area being 2.5'. The varied heights are considered to add visual interest
and are not inconsistent with the historic parts of Bideford. The largest building is a block of flats,
which has undergone a couple design alterations to increase its local distinctiveness and add interest.
In addition, the applicants confirm they can provide a 90mm window reveal which will assist with
detailing/shadowing and add interest. Overall, it is considered that the scale of the proposed buildings
can be considered to be acceptable.
3.6.
Section 10 of the applicants Design and Access Statement discusses 'Appearance'. It notes
that the overall objective is to create a place with a strong identify that provides a suitable and modern
interpretation of Bideford. To assist with this, the materials used will include various coloured
rendered, complimented by stone and buff brick which is reflective of Bideford. There will be a mixture
of slate and tile roofs, whilst a small proportion of buildings will include Cedral weatherboarded walling
(green). Overall, the materials are considered to be appropriate for the site.
3.7.
-

To assist with the creation of a distinctive legible design, three-character areas are included:
Main Street
Side Street
Green Edge

Each area will have subtly different materials and landscaping (as identified within the plans).
3.8.
One of the negatives of an application of this scale/the involvement of a major housebuilder, is
that the scheme inevitably consists of a number of 'housetypes'. However, this does not automatically
mean the proposal is poor design and many new-build dwellings are high quality (it should also be
noted that there are also advantages to having a major housebuilder, such as they are able to deliver
a scheme of this scale).
3.9.
In support of the scheme, the design, layout, appearance and landscaping (discussed in
section 4), when considered together, do result in a scheme which can be said to be acceptable in
terms of design, and would not be out of character with the surrounding vernacular/materials. Thus,
taking the policies in the NDTLP into consideration (in particular policies ST04 and DM04 which relate
to design), along with the existing character of the area, in the opinion of your Planning Officer, the
proposal is acceptable in terms of scale, height, density, massing, fenestration, materials and
relationship to other buildings, and is thus acceptable in terms of the scale and appearance.
4.

Landscaping

4.1.
This application proposes to retain existing landscaping features surrounding the site, such as
trees and hedge banks (where possible). This is a good practice principle and will help the
development to assimilate into the area more easily by retaining the rural character of the boundaries.
The Tree Protection Plan details the proportion of hedgerow within the site for retention. This is a
reasonable amount, and it is unlikely due to the layout etc that more can be retained. Hedgerow
removal is also identified within the submitted Biodiversity Mitigation and Enhancement Plan:
"To compensate for the loss of c.830m of hedgerow, a total of 1000m of native species rich hedgerow
will be planted across the site. Included in this total is the creation of 680m of double hedgerows
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which forms and effective corridor for bars (and other commuting faunal species). Where roads
intersect hedgerows, trees increasing at height at maturity will be planted."
The landscaping scheme also details hedgerow planting.
Condition 25 of the outline consent relates to the protection of any off-site boundary trees and will
need discharging separately. In addition, Condition 23 of the outline consent requires the approval of
a biodiversity mitigation and enhancement plan, which will also require further discharge. At this stage
the layout and landscaping shown is acceptable and will not prejudice the discharge of these
conditions.
A tree protection plan has been provided which also details the protection of hedgerow. For the
purposes of this application the Tree Protection Plan is acceptable and will be conditioned.
4.2.
Within the site, proposed boundary treatments include predominantly soft landscaping along
the public highway and public facing places. This will give the appearance of a high-quality
development. Elsewhere boundary treatments will include 1.8 metre fencing which is acceptable.
Flowerbeds and a variety of trees will be planted throughout the development, which will soften the
built form. In addition, the proposal includes tree lined streets, which ensures consistency with
paragraph 131 of the NPPF. Overall, the proposed landscaping is considered to be acceptable and
will adequately mitigate the schemes appearance.
4.3.
Condition 24 of the outline consent relates to the management of the landscaping and will
need discharging prior to commencement.
"Prior to commencement of development a landscape management plan, including long-term design
objectives, management responsibilities and maintenance schedules for all landscape areas (other
than small, privately owned, domestic gardens) shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. The scheme shall include landscaping details for the provision of a flood
corridor in the south west corner of the site. The landscape management plan shall be carried out as
approved in accordance with the approved details."
4.4.
A stock fence is provided to separate the site from the neighbouring agricultural land. This will
be conditioned to ensure it is provided.
5.

Review of BID09 and summary of Layout, Design and Landscaping.

5.1.
BID09 requires the provision of sports pitches 'adjoining Clovelly Road/Atlantic village'. The
layout clearly details housing in this location, and thus there is some policy conflict regarding this. The
Planning Officer has undertaken a variety of discussions with the applicants regarding this point, and
it is understood that the sports pitch has been sited to the south (phase 2) to enable greater
separation from High Park Farm (to avoid noise and odour). Whilst this policy conflict is not ideal, the
applicants are still committed to providing facilities on site (delivered in phase 2), albeit the pitch will
be youth sized with an offsite financial contribution being proposed. As these measures appear
necessary to avoid a prejudicial impact on the future operation of High Park Farm (as also required by
BID09), the Planning Officer considers that on balance the scheme is acceptable in this regard.
5.2.
Considered together, the landscaping, layout, and appearance of the scheme, are considered
to be acceptable, and compliant with the above policies detailed in section 1 of this report.
6.

Impact on Residential Amenities

6.1.
Policy DM01 of the NDTLP relates to amenity considerations and notes, development will be
supported where:
a)
It would not significantly harm the amenities of any neighbouring occupiers or uses; and
b)
The intended occupants of the proposed development would not be harmed as a result of
existing or allocated uses.
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6.2.
Policy DM04 (i) seeks for development to 'ensure the amenities of existing and future
neighbouring occupiers are safeguarded.'
6.3.
All the buildings on site are a reasonable height and due to the sites location there would not
be any impacts on existing neighbouring amenity.
6.4.
As mentioned previously, the proposed dwellings are reasonably well spaced/distance from
each other, and each dwelling includes an adequate level of private amenity space. In addition,
internal layouts and sizes are sufficient. Therefore, the intended occupants of the dwellings will have
sufficient amenity. DM01 is satisfied.
6.5.
It is noted that condition 7 of the outline planning permission requires the submission and
approval of a Construction Management Plan (CMP) prior the commencement of any part of the site.
This condition will ensure impacts such as pollution, vibrations etc are limited. It is not necessary to
duplicate this condition on this reserved matters application, and a separate discharge of conditions
application will be necessary.
6.6.
Policy DM02 relates to Environmental Protection, and seeks to ensure developments are
acceptable in terms of hazards and pollution. At the outline stage it was accepted that the
neighbouring farm had the potential to cause noise pollution, and thus mitigation would be required.
This was recognised by condition 14, which notes:
"14. A noise control scheme shall be submitted as part of any reserved matters application
that will detail noise mitigation measures that will be applied to any property within a
development phase exposed to noise exceeding 40dB LAr (15 minutes) between the hours of
2300 and 0700. The noise control scheme must be based on the assessment methodology in
BS4142:2014 and shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the district planning
authority. All noise mitigation works, as approved, shall be completed prior to the occupation
of any dwelling benefitting from those noise mitigation measures.
Reason: To protect the amenity of the locality especially for people living or working nearby"
6.7.
A noise control scheme was submitted with this application, which was subsequently revised
following representations which were received. The Environmental Protection Officers latest
comments are detailed below:
"In relation to the above application, the Environmental Protection Team provides further
comments following receipt of the representations received on behalf of the owner of High
Park Farm and Asda, both neighbouring premises of the application site.
The representation raised by Richard Buxton Solicitors on behalf of the owner of High Park
Farm has been addressed by the applicant in the Bickerdike Allen Partners letter dated 11
March. The Environmental Protection Team is satisfied that appropriate noise mitigation
measures have been proposed to achieve compliance with condition 14 of planning consent
1/0039/2014/OUTM and ensure noise arising from High Park Farm does not result in
detriment to amenity.
The representation raised by Asda, involving the noise arising from HGV movements on the
service road to the northeast of the application site, has been addressed by the applicant in
the Bickerdike Allen Partners letter dated 8 March. The correspondence indicates that an
external level of LAeq (15 minutes) 45dB is attributed to HGV movements and that 11
dwellings have been identified that would exceed the noise limit specified in condition 14 of
planning consent 1/0039/2014/OUTM. Subsequently, noise mitigation in the form of
mechanical ventilation has been proposed to negate the noise impact.
In summary, the Environmental Protection Team reiterates the comments provided in the
consultation response dated 18 February in that the suitable noise mitigation measures have
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been proposed that will negate any noise impact and ensure acceptable living conditions.
Should planning consent be granted, the Environmental Protection Team recommends the
imposition of a condition stipulating that mechanical ventilation is introduced to the 109
dwellings, outlined in Table 5 of the Bickerdike Allen Partners Noise Control Scheme as well
as the 11 dwellings listed in the Bickerdike Allen Partners addendum dated 8 March 2022. The
dwellings will also have openable windows to ensure future residents have the option with
regards ventilation."
6.8. The latest comments from the neighbouring farm (Richard Buxton Solicitors 13th April) detail:
"The dairy farm will be a problem for the residents in this housing development, as proposed
by this application, as they will have to keep their windows shut and their other daily activities
in the gardens and other principal rooms will be adversely affected."
6.9. Members should be aware that the noise control scheme seeks to mitigate night time noise only
(although the mechanical ventilation will be available within the day if residents want), as per the
requirement of the outline consent. This is because the level of noise which arises from the
surrounding uses is not considered to result in any daytime nuisance. Thus, there are no concerns
with residents’ outdoors amenity spaces etc, which are seldom enjoyed throughout the entire night,
nor are there any daytime concerns for nuisance within dwellinghouses.
6.10. As detailed within the Bickendike Allen Partners letter dated 11th March, future residents will
have the option of opening windows, however, mechanical ventilation is provided which will mitigate
any nighttime noise nuisance if required. This is considered an acceptable form of mitigation by the
Environmental Protection Team and will protect the neighbouring farm from any justifiable complaints.
6.11. The Richard Buxtons Solicitors letter (13th April), notes: The developers should have been
required to produce an Acoustic Design Statement ("ADS") for the Site. In the opinion of the Local
Planning Authority, this is unnecessary to enable the consideration of the scheme. In particular, the
design of the scheme is consistent with the noise mitigation strategy produced at outline (as detailed
within the Bickendale Allen Partners letter dated 11th March). It is accepted that dwellinghouses have
been sited as far as possible from the neighbouring farm (as detailed on the layout), whilst the
mechanical ventilation measures are considered to mitigate noise appropriately. The use of barrier
blocks is considered to have been unnecessary and likely to result in landscape/visual harm, whilst
resulting in development of poor design. In addition, locating bedrooms internally on the northern side
of dwellings is not considered to be preferrable solution from the Planning Officers point of view,
taking into consideration it would not be development to change the internal layout of the
dwellinghouses retrospectively.
6.12. The distance from the nearest new build to the southern boundary is approximately 140 metres,
with an additional 100 metres separating the dwellings from the farmyard at High Park Farm.
6.13 There is not considered to be any 'smell' nuisance which would justify a reason for refusal
arising from the farm.
6.14. Since the previous deferral additional tree planting has been detailed. This tree planting is not
necessary for the application to be acceptable, however, should provide some additional mitigation
(once established) over and above that which has previously been discussed.
6.15. Considering the above points, including the lack of objection from the Council's Environmental
Protection Officer and the lack of evidence to suggest that the proposed mitigation measures will not
be effective, the proposal is considered to be acceptable with regards to noise (subject to mitigation).
Policies DM01, DM02, DM04 and BID09 of the NDTLP are satisfied.
7.

Ecology

7.1.
Local Planning Authorities have a statutory duty to ensure that the impact of development on
wildlife is fully considered during the determination of a planning application under the Wildlife and
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Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006, The
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (Habitats Regulations 2010). This is further
reinforced within the NDTLP through policies ST14 and DM08, which require development to maintain
or where possible enhance biodiversity and mitigate against the potential loss of habitats.
7.2.
The outline application associated with this application (1/0039/2014/OUTM) was
accompanied by an Ecological Survey, and condition 23 of the outline consent requires a 'Mitigation
and Enhancement Plan' to be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
This has been submitted along with this reserved matters application, however, will be required to be
discharged separately.
7.3.

Nonetheless, the submitted strategy confirms the previous studies can still be relied upon:

"Given that the baseline conditions were not considered to have significantly altered since the
production of the previous ecology report (Waterman, 2013 and 2016) and the development extent
and scale is largely consistent with the masterplan submitted with the outline application, no
significant change is considered to have occurred in relation to the predicted effects of the proposed
development.
7.4.
In addition, the submitted document indicates that suitable mitigation and enhancement can
be incorporated into the layout. As such, subject to condition the proposal is considered to be
consistent with the noise mitigation strategy acceptable with regards to ecology.
8.

Foul Water/Drainage

8.1.
Policy ST03 of the NDTLP notes that development should 'adopt effective water management
including Sustainable Drainages Systems, water quality improvements, water efficiency measures
and the use of rainwater'. In addition, policy DM04 notes development should provide effective water
management including Sustainable Drainage Systems, water efficiency measures and the reuse of
rainwater.
8.2.
The NPPF and Planning Practice Guidance provide further advice on foul drainage, with a
hierarchal approach being used. The PPG notes new development should aim to discharge foul water
into the public sewer; however, if this is not possible then a package treatment plant may be used. It
proceeds to note if a package treatment plant is not possible to use, then a septic tank will be
considered. Justification for the use of alterative drainage systems other than mains drainage is
required.
8.3.
A drainage strategy identifies the proposed surface water will discharge to attenuation basins,
will be discharged a controlled rate. The drainage systems have been designed with an allowance for
climate change, as well as an allowance for urban creep. The Lead Local Flood Authority were
consulted on this application and raise no objections following clarification being submitted by the
applicants. Foul water will discharge into the public sewer which is consistent with the hierarchy. In
principle these details are acceptable.
8.4.
South West Water have commented on the scheme and raise no objection. South West Water
do outline some questions regarding the swale, and the applicant has replied directly to South West
Water (reply pending).
The engineers reply to SWW notes that the swale is not intended to received land drainage and will
be landscaped accordingly. In addition, it is not anticipated groundwater will enter the swale, and that
the ground conditions are not conductive to infiltration.
8.5.
Importantly, SWW raise no objections, and the Planning Officer is satisfied by the applicant's
response to the points raised.
8.6.
Conditions 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21 of the outline consent relate to drainage and will require
further discharge. At this reserved matter stage, the scheme is acceptable with regards to drainage.
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9.

Phasing Plan

9.1.

Condition 4 out the outline consent noted:

"4. As part of the first reserved matters application a detailed phasing plan for the whole site shall be
submitted to the local planning authority for approval in writing. The phasing plan shall include details
of: a) intended number of market and affordable dwellings for each phase; and, b) general locations
and phasing of key infrastructure including, surface water drainage, sports pitch provision, green
infrastructure, school / community facilities and access for pedestrians, cyclist, buses and vehicles. c)
Timing and delivery of the road improvements d) Timing and delivery of the footway improvements
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved phasing plan.
Reason: To enable the development to be delivered in controlled phases."
9.2.
The applicants have submitted a phasing plan, which is slightly inconsistent with the two
reserved matters provided in terms of site area. In addition, the phasing plan has three phases,
however, there are two reserved matters which cover the entire outline site. The reason for this is to
enable a better spread of development though out the site, and the approach is acceptable.
9.3.
The phasing plan, along with the remaining submitted documents, identify that the scheme is
consistent with the outline planning permission and requirements of the S106 (with the exception of
the playing field). The proposal is therefore acceptable having regards to condition 4. A condition will
be added to ensure the delivery of the open space.
10.

Other

10.1. Trees - An Arboricultural Method Statement has been submitted with this planning application,
which includes tree protection measures. In principle this acceptable, however, will need further
discharge (condition 25).
10.2. Parish Council - The Planning Officer acknowledges the Parish Council/s have raised
objections to this scheme. These points are dealt with below where they are not covered in the above
report:
-

Traffic: The principle of development and access are accepted, and the site is allocated for
development. It would not be possible to refuse development on this ground
Solar Panels, EV points etc: Unfortunately, there is no policy mechanism to deliver renewables
as part of this housing scheme. Future changes to building regulations will make this a
requirement.
Ecology/Habitats: The supporting information provided indicates that the proposal will be/is
acceptable in this regard.

10.3. Waste Audit Statement - A waste audit statement was submitted with this reserved matters, as
required by condition 26 of the outline consent. DCCs Waste team were consulted, however, have not
commented. In the absence of any objections, the Planning Officer is satisfied with the information
provided.
10.4. Play - Details of the play facilities and equipment for the LAPs and LEAPs are detailed within
the detailed landscaping plans. The facilities provided are suitable and compliant with DM10.
10.5. 3rd party representation notes that the scheme should be conditioned to exclude second
homes, however, this would not be possible, and a condition would not comply with the '6 tests' set
out in paragraph 56 of the NPPF.
10.6. Objection from a neighbouring land owner raises concerns that the footpath along the north of
the site will be difficult to link into. Highways were asked on their view on this point, and noted:
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"While I understand the concerns raised, it appears to me that it is a matter for the site to the
north to secure their own pedestrian links to the pedestrian network, not a requirement of the
land to the south of Clovelly Road to ensure that a separate site in a different allocation is
connected up via this application. The condition requiring a 3m path is being complied with.
In regards to the comment that 'there is no opportunity for development north of Clovelly Road
to achieve pedestrian connections to the south', this would be down to the land to the north to
arrange for such links to be created, through purchasing the required land, or otherwise."
The applicants confirm that the landowner to the north have not approached them to discuss a
connection, however, they would not be against any connection in principle.
The application site is considered to comply with the parameters of the outline and is acceptable.
10.7. At the date of the drafting of this report no comments were received from the EA, however, the
applicants forwarded correspondence which indicates the EA have no objection. This is uploaded to
the file, but not as a formal consultee response.
11.

Conclusion:

11.1. The principle of this development including the access and infrastructure requirements
(section 106) has already been agreed. This reserved matters report identifies that the proposed
layout has been designed in a logical manner using the sites constraints, and the design of the
scheme and the landscaping are considered to be compliant with the surrounding area and local
policy. There is not considered to be any significant harm produced to neighbouring amenity, and the
proposal is acceptable with regards to ecology and drainage. As such, approval is recommended
(subject to conditions).
Human rights
Consideration has been given to the Human Rights Act 1998.
Conclusion
It is therefore considered that subject to the compliance with the attached conditions and taking into
account all other material planning considerations, including the development plan the proposal would
be acceptable.
Recommendation
GRANT subject to the following conditions
1

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the approved plans
listed in the Plans Schedule.
Reason: To ensure the development is carried out in accordance with the approved plans.

2

In conjunction with condition 14 of the outline planning consent, all noise mitigation measures
and mechanical ventilation outlined in the submitted noise control schemes (Bickerdike Allen
Partners dated 8th March and 9th March), relating to all properties outlined in table 5, shall be
completed prior to the occupation of any dwelling benefiting from said measure.
Reason: To ensure the proposal is acceptable with regards to Policy DM02 of the North Devon
and Torridge Local Plan.

3

The landscaping hereby approved shall be implemented in accordance with the agreed
details. The time of planting shall be agreed as part of the landscape management plan
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required by condition 24 of application 1/0039/2014/OUTM, and implemented as such. If within
a period of five years from the date of the planting of any tree, that tree, or any tree planted in
replacement for it, is removed, uprooted, destroyed, dies or becomes seriously damaged or
defective another tree of the same species and size as that originally planted shall be planted
at the same place, unless the Local Planning Authority gives its written consent to any
variation.
Reason: To ensure that the development is carried out in accordance with the agreed details.
4

Notwithstanding condition 3 and the landscaping details hereby approved, additional detail of
defensive planting outside plots 221 and 222 and around the school site shall be submitted to
and approved in writing by the local planning authority, prior to the first occupation of any
dwelling. The agreed details shall be implemented in accordance with the agreed scheme and
at those times specified. If within a period of five years from the date of the planting of any
tree, that tree, or any tree planted in replacement for it, is removed, uprooted, destroyed, dies
or becomes seriously damaged or defective another tree of the same species and size as that
originally planted shall be planted at the same place, unless the Local Planning Authority gives
its written consent to any variation.
Reason: To ensure sufficiently defensive planting has been provided to encourage the
designing out of crime.

5

Prior to the development coming into use, the stock wire fence on the southern edge of the
site shall be constructed, and retained thereafter.
Reason: To ensure secure boundaries of the site.

6

No building hereby permitted shall be occupied until the sustainable drainage system for the
site has been completed in accordance with the submitted details. The sustainable drainage
system shall be managed and maintained thereafter in accordance with a management and
maintenance plan to be submitted and agreed as required by condition 18 of application
1/0039/2014/OUTM.
Reason: To ensure that the drainage is acceptable and remains efficient in accordance with
the submitted details, and Policies ST03 and DM04 of the North Devon and Torridge Local
Plan.

7

Prior to the occupation of the 75th dwelling a LAP and LEAP shall be provided on site and
made available to the public for use. In addition, prior to the occupation of the 150th dwelling,
all remaining LAPs and LEAPS within the phase 1 site, and the cyclefootway along the site
frontage shall have been completed and made available for members of the public to use.
Reason: To ensure the timely delivery of infrastructure.

8

The apartment block (house type ref block A) shall have minimum window reveals of 90mm.
Reason: To ensure the detailing is high quality.

9

Prior to the commencement of development the tree and hedgerow protection measures
detailed on drawing titled 'Tree Protection Plan', shall be installed on site and retained
thereafter until the completion of the relevant phase to which the tree/hedge protection relates.
Reason: To protect trees and hedgerow within and surrounding the site.
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Plans Schedule
Reference
0662-PH1-101
0662-PH1-109
19481 EW-01 D
19481 EW-03 D
19481 EW-06 D
19481 EW-07 D
19481 PDL-03 D
19481 PDL-15 B
19481 PHL-01 C
19481 PHL-02 B
19481 PHL-03 B
19481 PHL-04 B
19481 PHL-05 B
19481 PHL-06 B
19481 PHL-09 C
19481 PHL-10 C
19481 PHL-17 C
19481 PHL-20 C
19481 PHL-21 D
19481 PHL-22 E

Received
28.09.2021
28.09.2021
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
22.02.2022

X203 HAWTHORN - PLANS &
ELEVATIONS 0662 PH1-701
PDL-11 Drainage Catchment Areas C
X203 HAWTHORN - PLANS &
ELEVATIONS 0662 PH1-700
X306 ROWAN - PLANS & ELEVATIONS
0662 PH1-702
X306 ROWAN - PLANS & ELEVATIONS
0662 PH1-703
X307 SPRUCE - PLANS & ELEVATION
0662 PH1-704
X307 SPRUCE - PLANS & ELEVATION
0662 PH1-705
X307A SPRUCE-CT - PLANS &
ELEVATIONS 0662 PH1-706
X412 JUNIPER - PLANS &
ELEVATIONS 0662 PH1-707
X413 CHESTNUT - PLANS &
ELEVATIONS 0662 PH1-708
X413 CHESTNUT - PLANS &
ELEVATIONS 0662 PH1-709
X414 ASPEN - PLANS & ELEVATIONS
0662 PH1-710
X414 ASPEN - PLANS & ELEVATIONS
0662 PH1-711
X414 ASPEN - PLANS & ELEVATIONS

19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
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0662 PH1-712
X416 MAPLE - ELEVATIONS 0662 PH1713
X416 MAPLE - PLANS 0662 PH1-714
X518 BIRCH - ELEVATIONS 0662 PH1715
X518 BIRCH - PLANS 0662 PH1-716
HARCOURT - PLANS & ELEVATIONS
0662 PH1-717
HARCOURT - PLANS & ELEVATIONS
0662 PH1-718
HARDWICK - PLANS & ELEVATIONS
0662 PH1-719
HARDWICK - PLANS & ELEVATIONS
0662 PH1-720
HARDWICK - PLANS & ELEVATIONS
0662 PH1-721
HARDWICK - PLANS & ELEVATIONS
0662 PH1-722
EVELEIGH - PLANS & ELEVATIONS
0662 PH1-723
EVELEIGH - PLANS & ELEVATIONS
0662 PH1-724
EVELEIGH - PLANS & ELEVATIONS
0662 PH1-725
MOUNTFORD - PLANS & ELEVATIONS
0662 PH1-729
EVELEIGH - PLANS & ELEVATIONS
0662 PH1-726
WYATT - PLANS & ELEVATIONS 0662
PH1-727
WYATT - PLANS & ELEVATIONS 0662
PH1-728
MOUNTFORD - PLANS & ELEVATIONS
0662 PH1-730
MOUNTFORD - PLANS & ELEVATIONS
0662 PH1-731
ASLIN - PLANS & ELEVATIONS 0662
PH1-732
ASLIN - PLANS & ELEVATIONS 0662
PH1-733
ASLIN - PLANS & ELEVATIONS 0662
PH1-734
ASLIN - PLANS & ELEVATIONS 0662
PH1-735
GOODRIDGE - PLANS & ELEVATIONS
0662 PH1-736
GOODRIDGE - PLANS & ELEVATIONS
0662 PH1-737
GOODRIDGE - PLANS & ELEVATIONS
0662 PH1-738
MYLNE - PLANS & ELEVATIONS 0662
PH1-739

19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
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MYLNE - PLANS & ELEVATIONS 0662
PH1-740
MYLNE - PLANS & ELEVATIONS 0662
PH1-741
MYLNE - PLANS & ELEVATIONS 0662
PH1-742
PEMBROKE - PLANS & ELEVATIONS
0662 PH1-743
BLOCK A - ELEVATIONS 0662 PH1-744
BLOCK A - ELEVATIONS 0662 PH1745
BLOCK A - GROUNDFLOOR PLAN
0662 PH1-746
BLOCK A - FIRSTFLOOR PLAN 0662
PH1-747
BLOCK A - SECONDFLOOR PLAN 0662
PH1-748
A24L - PLANS & ELEVATIONS 0662
PH1-749
A24L - PLANS & ELEVATIONS 0662
PH1-750
A32L - PLANS & ELEVATIONS 0662
PH1-751
A32L - PLANS & ELEVATIONS 0662
PH1-752
A32L - PLANS & ELEVATIONS 0662
PH1-753
A40L.V1 - PLANS & ELEVATIONS 0662
PH1-754
0662-PH1-105-2 C
0662-PH1-102-1 D
0662-PH1-102-2 C
0662-PH1-105-1 C
0662-PH1-106 A
0662-PH1-107-1 C
0662-PH1-107-2 C
0662-PH1-108-1 D
0662-PH1-108-2 D
0662-PH1-110-1 D
0662-PH1-110-2 D
0662-PH1-113-1 D
0662-PH1-113-2 D
0662-PH1-114-1 D
0662-PH1-114-2 D
0662-PH1-115 D
0662-PH1-116-1 D
0662-PH1-116-2 D
19481-PDL-01 E
19481-PDL-02 E
19481-PDL-04 E
19481-PHL-11 E

19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
21.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
22.03.2022
18.05.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
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19481-PHL-12 D
19481-PHL-13 E
19481-PHL-07 C
19481-PHL-08 C
19481-PHL-16 E
19481-PHL-18 E
19481-PHL-19 D
19481-EW-02 E
19481-EW-04 E
19481-EW-05 E
JBA 21/247-01 I
JBA 21/247-02 I
JBA 21/247-03 I
JBA 21/247-04 I
JBA 21/247-05 I
JBA 21/247-06 I
JBA 21/247-07 I
JBA 21/247-11 I
JBA 21/247-08 I
JBA 21/247-09 I
JBA 21/247-10 I
0662-PH1-103B
0662-PH_-Parking Matrix
0662-119 B
19481 SK32 A

22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
22.03.2022
18.05.2022
18.05.2022
18.05.2022
18.05.2022
18.05.2022
18.05.2022
18.05.2022
18.05.2022
18.05.2022
18.05.2022
18.05.2022
19.01.2022
19.01.2022
10.02.2022
04.02.2022

Informatives
01.

Please note that a separate discharge of conditions application is required to discharge the
conditions set out within the outline application.

Statement of Engagement
The National Planning Policy Framework (paragraphs 38) requires local planning authorities to work
positively and proactively with applicants to achieve sustainable development. Throughout the
application process guidance has been given to the applicants and all outstanding issues have been
identified.
In this instance the Council required additional information following the consultation process. The
need for additional information was addressed with the applicant and submitted for further
consideration.
The Council has therefore demonstrated a positive and proactive manner in seeking solutions to
problems arising in relation to the planning application.
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Agenda Item 7b
Committee Report – 9th June 2022

Number:
© Application
Crown copyright
and database 1/1118/2021/FUL
rights 2012 Ordnance Survey 100022736
Registration date:

24 September 2021

Expiry date:

19 November 2021

Applicant:

Mr & Mrs Johnson

Agent:

Quiet Waters Consultancy

Case Officer:

Sarah Boyle

Site Address:

The Laurels Inn,
Petrockstowe,
Okehampton,
Devon,
EX20 3HJ,

Proposal:

Change of use from a mixed use of public house
and private dwelling to solely a private dwelling

Recommendation:

Refuse

© Crown copyright and database rights 2022 Ordnance Survey 100022736
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Reason for referral:
Councillor Wiseman called in the application as a Plans Committee Member for the following reasons:
'The development involves the loss of a community service as per ST22(3).’
Relevant History:

Application No.
1/1038/1977

1/0065/1995
1/1119/2021/OUT

Description
CONVERSION OF SHOP
INTO RESTAURANT, THE
LAURELS INN
PETROCKSTOWE
DEMOLITION OF OLD
COACH HOUSE
Outline application with all
matters reserved for the
conversion of 2 no. former
almshouses to 2 no. units of
holiday accommodation

Status
PER

Closed
03.10.1977

PER

04.05.1995

REF

10.03.2022

Site Description & Proposal
Site Description
The application site is located within the settlement of Petrockstowe, which is designated as a Rural
Settlement within the adopted North Devon and Torridge Local Plan. The site does not fall within any
other land designations and the property is not a designated heritage asset. However, there are a
number of protected heritage assets within close proximity including:
O Three, Grade II listed cottages adjacent to the application site to the east;
O Petrockstowe War Memorial, which is a Grade II heritage asset and is located immediately to the
south;
O Properties 1 and 2 Church Gate, which are Grade II heritage assets and are located to the south;
and
O The Grade II*, Church of St Petrock, which is located immediately to the west of the application
site.
The site is set back from the road and is seen as central to the settlement. The application site is a
two-storey public house which has been used as such since approximately the 1970s. The ground
floor accommodation comprises of the pub entrance hall with bar and lounge and a dining area. There
is a kitchen to the rear (which is shared with the first floor accommodation) and a cellar and customer
toilets also located to the rear. The first floor has 4/5 bedrooms, an office and a bathroom and a living
room (5th bed). The main outside area for the public house is to the front of the property and there are
two beer garden areas, attached to the south gable end are two single-storey outbuildings. There is
vehicular parking for 10/12 cars and turning is to the north of the buildings, which is accessed from
the public classified highway that runs along the eastern boundary.
Application (1/1119/2021/OUT) for the adjoining Almshouses to be converted to holiday
accommodation, was refused by Plans Committee and is now going through the Appeals process.
Proposed Development
The application seeks permission for the change of use from a mixed use of public house and private
dwelling to solely a private dwelling.
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The supporting information details that there are no proposed external changes and if there are any
changes internally in the future that these do not meet the definition of development and would
therefore not require planning permission.
Consultee representations:
Petrockstowe Parish Council:
We note the application to obtain planning consent for change of use from Public House to
residential for The Laurels pub in the village.
This matter was discussed at the parish council meeting on 16/11/2021 which was attended by more
parishioners than any other meeting in recent times. There have been a very high number of
objection comments posted on the TDC planning portal and the parishioners had selected one
person to express those views at the meeting. Nobody in the meeting was in favour of the proposal.
As a result of views expressed at this meeting and of other research undertaken by the parish
council, we wish to express our objection to this application on a number of grounds set out below,
of which further details are provided later in this response.
1. The pub represents a vital social and community asset within the village and its loss would
be a severe loss to the village. Many village activities were centred around the pub and
these are currently lost to the village.
2. It is our view that the pub has not been run optimally for some time, notwithstanding the
inevitable impact of the Covid 19 pandemic. There remains great potential for improved
performance with the right approach by a licensee as was the case with earlier licensees. No
attempt has been made to bring in additional local services which would help to boost
income and no discussions have been held with stake holders in the village as to how the
pub could generate additional income.
3. The level of trade has undoubtedly fallen over the past 2 years, but the licensee has been a
significant contributor to this. His attitude has been aggressive to a number of parishioners
to the extent of causing great upset and an unwillingness of a number of regular customers
to continue to support the pub because of this attitude. In addition, a number of customers
have been barred from the pub for what to many appear to be spurious reasons.
4. The pub has been marketed for sale for some time, initially by a specialist commercial agent,
but latterly by a residential housing agent. All of this time it has been advertised at a price
considerably above the going rate for pubs in this area. We are aware of at least one offer
that was made for the pub at a price consistent with other recent pub sales, but this was
rejected by the licensee. We therefore believe that the licensee is actively blocking the sale
of the pub to others at the correct commercial price and we hope that the TDC Valuation
Officer will be brought in to take a close look at price placed on the pub when offered for
sale.
5. The document supporting the application has a number of factual inaccuracies which need
to be corrected and these are noted below.
6. We have added, as an appendix, a completed CAMRA Public House Viability Assessment.
This document is recognised as a valid way to assess the commercial prospects of a public
house in any given environment and can be used to assist planners in making decisions on
applications where non viability has been raised as an issue by applicants seeking to close
pubs.
1. Vital Social and Community Asset
Petrockstowe is a close knit community with some of the best integration between long standing
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residents and newer arrivals of any village in the area. Much of this has been fostered through
activities centred in the pub such as 2 skittles team (play at the village hall, but socialise at the pub),
2 darts teams based at the pub, 2 pool teams based at the pub. In addition, there was a very popular
monthly quiz night where the pub was usually full and a regular group of Wednesday and Friday
night drinkers, all of these being spread across locals of differing residency periods. Even when
events were held at the village hall, people would meet in the pub for a drink beforehand and go
back there after the event, leading to higher takings for previous licensees than on a non village hall
event evening. All of this has now been lost to the village. Much has been made during the Covid
pandemic of the effect on the mental well being of people resulting from the lack of social mixing
and this is only being exacerbated now the pub has closed and will be ramped up again if it cannot
be reopened. Those villagers who do still want to visit a pub have to drive 2 to 3 miles to one on the
next villages, but there are many (generally older) villagers who do not want to drive to a pub and
who no longer have the vital social meeting forum available to them.
There are also a number of self catering holiday accommodation units in the village for whom the
loss of the local village pub is important as it means that guests have to drive to get to a pub as
opposed to being able to walk.
To support all of this, the Parish Council submitted an application to have The Laurels registered
as an Asset of Community Value as soon as the closure was announced. This application is
currently being processed by Torridge District Council.
2. The pub has been poorly run for some time, contributing greatly to the losses reported by
the applicant
For the 6 years from 2009 to 2014 the pub averaged an annual turnover (net of VAT) of £170k and
an annual net profit of £46k. We believe the turnover had dropped a little by the time that the
applicant bought the pub in 2017, although it was also operating bed and breakfast at the time
which would have helped profitability. We have not had sight of the accounts during the current
ownership, but the sale particulars show turnover of between £157k and £135k, some of which may
have been affected by the Covid pandemic. As is stated, the majority of the turnover in recent years
(up to 90% by admission of the applicant) has been wet trade, whereas in the period from 2009 to
2014 there was a split of around 65% wet to 35% dry. This immediately shows that the applicant has
not prepared an appealing food offer to customers.
Initial efforts by the applicant indicated he wanted to offer what the villagers wanted (wine tasting
to determine which wines to stock was a good example of this) and the level of business increased
compared with under the previous licensees. Since then, there appears to have been a steady loss of
passion for running the pub by the applicant. This is evidenced by a reduced choice of beers, by the
self inflicted damage of purchasing barrels that are too large for the turnover, unlike other local pubs
which purchase smaller barrels and offer a wider choice of beers as a result. This has led to wastage
of beer, as well as beer in poor condition.
To go along with this the restaurant is an uninviting place as it is currently set up, with bright
fluorescent lighting, and there is simply no cosy feel to it. It is unfortunate for the applicant but a
major reason for the reduced levels of turnover is that he is just not very good at offering what
customers want. This has been a major factor in declining business levels, but it is not a reason for
delicensing, merely a reason for selling at a realistic price (see later) and moving to another
occupation.
There has been no consistent effort to improve the food offer, despite one local commercial caterer
offering to cook for the pub in order to bring in a better food offer, but that was turned down by the
applicant. No other initiatives have been made, such as morning coffee for which we believe there is
a ready market in this kind of village, no attempt to add other business lines such as a local shop and
finally of course, because of the additional family living in the pub, there has been no bed and
breakfast offered, unlike the previous licensees.
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3. Aggressive attitude
We accept that relationships between people are the result of the actions of both sides, but there
has been a trend over the past 3 years of an increasingly aggressive attitude from the licensee with a
number of villagers of all ages (including some in their 70s and 80s), leading to significant upset and
a desire not to use the pub anymore. In one example the applicant mimicked a speech defect of a
villager (in front of him) for some time, leading to a number of villagers refusing to come back again
as a result of the behaviour. In turn this has led to friends of those affected also not wishing to
patronise the pub. In addition to this several locals have been banned from the pub for a variety of
reasons, some of which everyone would consider reasonable (behavioural), while many, such as
asking for an additional plate for a takeaway, seem extremely petty.
It is the right of anyone to run a business as they want to. However, when that results in a loss of
custom and perhaps to financial losses, that cannot be a reason to seek to change the use from a
pub to a house, the result should be accepting that others would do a better job and selling at a
commercially acceptable price in the market.
4. Inappropriate price and poor marketing
The applicant claims to have tried to sell the Laurels over a 2 year period, but our view is that there
has been no serious attempt because the asking price has always been unrealistically high. In 2015
the villagers were preparing to purchase the pub to be run as a community pub and were well down
the road to success when an alternative purchaser came in and completed on the deal at a
marginally higher price and in a shorter timescale which suited the vendor selling the pub. Several
locals have said that it is highly likely that the villagers would be interested in reviving the
community purchase route if the pub were being marketed at a realistic price now.
The Laurels was bought by the applicant in 2017 for £269,000. It had been valued for the community
purchase 2 years earlier at £275,000 when the financial results were better than those on which the
applicant purchased it. The average turnover in the 6 years leading to the 2015 valuation of
£275,000 was just under £170,000 and the average profit over that period was just under £46,000
(after staff wages, but before drawings).
Set against these figures the Laurels has been marketed (apparently over a 2 year period) at prices
varying from £395,000 increasing to the current £450,000 based on declared trading turnover of
between £135,000 and £157,000 and apparently a loss more recently (we have not been privy to the
figures which have apparently been provided to TDC under a confidentiality proviso). We do not
know if these figures include Covid Business Support Grants which the licensee has received over the
last 18 months.
The text from the listings of the various estate agent which have marketed the pub is shown below.
Webbers Commercial – advertised as a pub/ restaurant at £395,000, (but withdrawn late 2020) –
THE BUSINESS
The business is now available for genuine reasons and is open throughout the year, 7 days a week as
a popular village free house. The pub is run by a husband and wife team and one full time as well as
two part time staff if required. The revenue is determined from the 90% wet sales and
approximately 10% food sales, plus has the potential for an income from the letting of 2 first floor
guest bedrooms at a tariff of £80 for the double room per night and £40 for the single room.
Turnover is in the region of £157,840 per annum. The pub is well supported by the locals with 2
skittles teams, a Wednesday darts team, 2 pool teams on a Thursday, a Friday Darts team. In
addition on the first Tuesday of each month is a quiz night, the third Tuesday a bingo night, as well
as the fourth Tuesday a themed food night. A local football team and a cricket team also frequent
the pub after matches. Opening hours vary depending on the day and season.
James Doble Commercial- advertised as a pub at £399,950 (but subsequently withdrawn) –
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THE BUSINESS
Having been operated by our clients since 2017 the business is run as a family concern by a husband
and wife team with 2 daughters, one of which operates the kitchen. Average turnover for 2018 and
2019 yearends show approximately £135,000 with current operating hours being closed Monday
and Tuesday evenings in the winter, Wednesday and Thursday open am and pm, Friday - Sunday
open all day. Given its proximity to the Tarka Trail the business attracts many walkers and cyclists as
well as additional trade derived from team events and an increasing take-away trade.
More recently the Laurels has been marketed by Bond Oxborough Phillips in the private house
section (it is shown in the houses section of Rightmove too), although mention is made of the fact it
has been a public house and restaurant. It has been taken off the trade listings and a Google search
for pubs for sale in Devon does not bring it up at all. It was advertised as a house (subject to planning
permission) from January 2021 to 15th October 2021 at a price of £400,000 and then on 21st
October, despite no sale having been agreed, the price was increased to £450,000 with the business
details shown here.
THE BUSINESS:
Understandably the business has been affected due to multiple lockdowns throughout 2020 and
beginning of 2021. However, since 2017, the business has been run as a family concern by a
husband and wife team with their two daughters previously providing further assistance in different
roles.
Previously the average turnover for 2018 and 2019 year ends show approximately £135,000 with
current operating hours being closed Monday and Tuesday evenings in the winter, Wednesday and
Thursday open am and pm, Friday - Sunday open all day. Given its proximity to the Tarka Trail the
business attracts many walkers and cyclists as well as additional trade derived from team events and
an increasing take-away trade.
Comparison pubs for sale
There are several pubs in the North Devon area currently for sale currently and below are 3 currently
listed showing price, turnover and profit as well as number of available covers.
James Doble Commercial is advertising the Buckland Brewer pub at £325,000 with the following
details –
THE BUSINESS
Having been within the same family ownership for the past 32 years, the business is owner operated
by a husband and wife partnership, with one of the partnership front of house and the other
operating the kitchen. In addition there is a pool of approximately 10 members of staff, dependent
on the time of year. Operating hours are 5.30pm till close 7 days per week, with lunchtime opening
Wednesday - Saturday noon - 3pm, Sunday noon - 4.00pm. Net turnover for the past three years
has been in excess of £300,000 with 2019 yearend turnover being £315,000 with an estimated net
profit of £75,000 / £80,000. It is estimated the wet dry split is approximately 55 : 45. The premises
is host to a number of teams, 6 winter skittles teams, 1 x summer skittles team, 1 x darts team.
James Doble Commercial is advertising the Blacksmiths in Bideford is advertised at £375,000 – it
is currently closed, but has a 90 seat bar and restaurant plus a 90 seat beer garden.
THE BUSINESS
Having been operated as a mainly wet led public house for many years the business is no longer
trading as the owner has decided to concentrate on his other business ventures in Westward
Ho! Net turnovers of between £266,000 - £281,000 have been achieved in recent years, having been
run under staffing. It is thought there is considerable potential to develop all aspects of the
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business, particularly a food operator who wishes to take advantage the location adjoining the Tarka
Trail which has approaching one million users per year.
James Doble Commercial is advertising The Hart in Hartland including 120 covers inside and 90
covers outside advertised at £385,000.
THE BUSINESS
The business is owned by a family who have other business commitments and have therefore
employed more staff than a typical owner occupier. Yearend turnover in 2019 was £213,000 (10
months trading) which increased in 2020 to £291,000, which was prior to the opening of the larger
kitchen and the restaurant / function extension, allowing 50+ more covers. The business is currently
operated as both a wet and dry venue, with a chef currently employed, and it is thought this could
be further expanded by owner occupiers or a manager without external business
commitments. Further accountancy information available upon request.
The Bull and Dragon pub in Meeth was sold in February 2020 for £270,000 based on a combined
wet and dry trade of around £185,000. This is a similar sized pub to the Laurels and is around 3 miles
away.
Paragraph 8.10 of the NDTLP states 'Commercially operated facilities must further demonstrate a
comprehensive sustained marketing campaign (to be agreed in advance by the Council), has been
undertaken for its existing use, offering the facility for sale using an agreed realistic valuation of the
premises for a period of at least 12 months before an application is submitted.' We do not believe
that anything that the applicant has done satisfies these criteria.
In view of all of the above it is our strong contention that the business has not been seriously
marketed for sale at the right price, nor, more recently, in the right channels. We have heard from
people ready to make a serious offer at around or just below the £300,000 level, but nowhere near
what is being asked for it.
5. Inaccuracies in the Support paper included with the application.
The support paper filed with the application makes reference to the application for change of use
meeting the criteria of Part 3 of Policy ST22: 'Community Services and Facilities' of the NDTLP. In
particular the tests here are that
(3) Development that involves the loss of community services and facilities will not be supported
unless there is compelling evidence to demonstrate:
(a) the existing use is no longer commercially viable or could not be made commercially viable; or
(b) there is alternative local provision that is accessible to the local community by walking or cycling;
and in either case
(c) the premises are no longer required to meet the needs of the local community.
The answers given in the supporting paper to each item of the above are wrong as set out below
1) “The accounts provided in the confidential appendix to this application show a sustained
decline in revenue to the point that the pub has had to close, as it cannot afford to continue
as a viable enterprise. The pub had to limit its opening hours and has now, as of the 17th
September, had to close its doors, as the revenue is simply not sufficient to keep the
business running.” – Parish Council response - the pub may well have seen a decline in
revenue over the last 2 years. This has been down to the Covid pandemic, the poor food
offering, the reduced opening hours and the attitude of the licensee. The inability of the
licensee to run a successful public house does not in any way mean that the pub cannot be
run successfully by others as it has been in the past.
2) “As the relevant appendix also shows, evidence that the applicants have gone to great
lengths to try to ensure the viability of the business by offering themed food nights,
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entertainments and sports, none of this has led to any sustained support from the local
customer base and has left the business unable to operate, as a viable concern.” – Parish
Council response – planners will note the dates of some of the supporting event “adverts”
fall within the period of lockdowns under the Covid pandemic. They may refer to
takeaway offers, but certainly not to any themed evenings available for locals to attend.
The post from Facebook on 7th August is purporting to show that 9 people went to this
event. In fact it was cancelled by the pub on 9th August (as per their Facebook page)
because of Covid self isolation requirements, so it is extremely misleading to suggest that
this event went ahead and was poorly attended. We suspect other events such as bingo or
karaoke nights are simply not what is wanted by the community. On the other hand the
pub used to be full to watch rugby matches (either Exeter Chiefs or internationals), but the
licensee stopped hosting those and so that revenue disappeared.
3) “The appendix evidence also shows that the property has been marketed as a public house
for over two years by a number of commercial estate agents, in order to seek to find
anybody else who would be willing to run the business and no offer or sale has been
achieved, with the accounts clearly demonstrating that a public house in this location does
not appear to be a viable option for any potential investor.” – Parish Council response – as
shown above the pub has at times been marketed by commercial agents and at times by
residential agents. At no time has it been marketed at a realistic price vis a vis other pubs
in the area and it has not shown up under any Google search for pubs for sale since the
start of 2021.
4) “There is alternative local provision and in fact, the popularity of this local provision may
well be one of the reasons the public house is no longer used or effectively needed by the
local community. The local village hall and its grounds are a short distance across the road
from the application site and due to the work of a committee that has been running events
at the village hall, it now offers regular events with a licensed bar and many various food
options, as well as social events with entertainment. This allows the village hall to function
without the burden of the same overheads as the public house, is able to offer a vibrant and
easy to change option in terms of food offering and has become a very popular venue for
the local community to gather socially, as well as for food and drink. The popularity of it this
venue and its provision of alternative drinking, eating and social offering, can be seen as one
of the reasons why use of the public house has become significantly reduced and the
applicants fully understand the attraction and flexibility of what this venue is able to offer.”
– Parish Council response – this is a complete misrepresentation of reality. Over the past
years the village hall has held events as set out below:
2017 – 7 events with bar takings of £1,259
2018 – 19 events with bar takings of £5,141
2019 – 19 events (including 4 private events) with bar takings of £6,579 including 2 Friday
nights when the Laurels was closed)
2020 – 2 events with bar takings of £437.
As stated in an earlier section, previous licensees used to say that takings rose when there
was a village hall event because people would go in before and after the event. Village hall
events are generally for matters that could not be accommodated in the pub such as
dance evenings, ferret racing, brass and silver bands. There is simply no competition
between the 2 venues and the village hall does not offer a licensed food and drink option,
other than for a limited number of specific events. The hall is used mostly during the day
for village groups.
5) “A local sports club is also a short distance from the application site and it too offers a
licensed bar and social facilities. This too offers a popular local alternative and may again
explain why local use and interest in the public house has declined.” – Parish Council
response – the sports ground is actually right on the outskirts of the village and holds one
or two events per annum (such as the annual fete), other than cricket matches during the
season. There is absolutely no interplay between the sports club and the pub, except that
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the cricket team regards the pub as its home and keeps memorabilia in the pub in
common with most other villages around the country (and as recognised in the sale
particulars from one of the agents above). The “bar” itself is an open building with no solid
floor and is only suitable for use in good weather on warm days.
6) “Policy ST22 does not require the existing or future viability of the facility to be
demonstrated if there is alternative provision that is accessible to the local community by
walking or cycling (criteria B). As we have set out above, there is alternative provision and
thus this application can be seen in the context of Petrockstow itself not being left without
alternative, and in fact very popular, local provision. As such, the alternative facilities are
also able to sell alcohol in direct competition and at a discount to the existing public house,
thus affecting revenue.” – Parish Council response – as set out above, there is no
competition between other village facilities and the pub; in fact they should be seen as
complementary. The closure of the pub has meant that villagers have to drive between 2
and 3 miles to get to the next nearest pubs which are in Merton and Meeth. There is no
alternative to the pub in the village.
7) “Paragraph 8.10 of the NDTLP states 'Commercially operated facilities must further
demonstrate a comprehensive sustained marketing campaign (to be agreed in advance by
the Council), has been undertaken for its existing use, offering the facility for sale using an
agreed realistic valuation of the premises for a period of at least 12 months before an
application is submitted.' This premises has been offered for sale for over 2 years with a
range of local commercial estate agents at their advised price, with no offer having been
forthcoming.” – Parish Council response – we do not know if the marketing campaign was
agreed in advance with the Council, but we do know and have demonstrated above that
the pub has never been marketed at a realistic price in comparison to its previous sale and
purchase prices, or in comparison to other similar pubs on the market (and sold) in the
area. Similarly for the last 10 months it has not been marketed as a commercial premises
and has not shown up in searches for pubs for sale in Devon. It has been marketed as a
house with only the description showing it to be a pub.
In conclusion we believe that the applicant has failed to demonstrate any grounds on which The
Laurels should be delicensed and converted to a private house. On the contrary we remain
convinced that the only obstacle to the pub being successful has been the actions of the applicant
and that the correct course of action is to recognise the appropriate price for the pub in the current
market and to accept an offer at that price and move elsewhere.
Appendix - CAMRA Public House Viability Test (Viewable Online)
Conservation Officer:
The building is not listed but stands close to and within an area of the settlment that has high visual
value. The original buildling is of some age but has been altered to its current use such that it was not
deemed to be listable.
The proposed change of use will not alter the fabric of the building and in principle there are no
objections. Shall the use be allowed there may be changes to the grounds but this could happen while
in the pub use anyway .
Devon County Council (Highways):
No comments received.
Representations:
Number of neighbours consulted:
Number of representations received:
Number of objection letters:

12
143
139

Number of letters of support:
Number of neutral representations:
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3
1

1 general representation, 3 support comments and 139 objection comments have been submitted for
the application detailing the following reasons:
1 General Representation
- Clarification on Village Hall running in terms of events and opening and income.
3 Support Comments
- Income from the pub is insufficient to support a livelihood.
- Village has Baxter Hall which could continue some of the activities previously held in the pub
- Not supported by the wider majority of villagers enough to remain a viable business.
- Change of use will entice a wider pool of potential buyers
- The owners have invested in the public house
- Themed nights and good food were available which although initially supported by the local
community this tailed off becoming an unviable enterprise.
- Price quoted for the premises was not set by the owners but was advised by the estate agents.
139 Objection Comments
- Only pub in the village and goes a considerable way to holding the village community together.
- Only pub for several miles - locals would have to drive
- Huge/Sad loss to the community
- Options to create more income - put forward by locals
- Hub of the village
- Village Hall - not able to run as a bar full-time/ not an alternative
- Pool, Darts and Skittles Team use the public house
- Do not agree that the Village Hall has affected the trade of the pub
- Marketing price being asked seems rather high in comparison to other pubs for sale
- The Laurels Inn serves as a social hub in this village and is used by a wide variety of age groups.
- Poor menu and lack of friendly atmosphere recently
- Given the right management the Laurels could be financially viable
- No reasonable alternatives in the village
- Residential Amenity
- Local needs requirement
- Cant' walk to the nearest pub due to unlit and unpathed roads - not safe
- The fact there is a pub in the village is a considerable draw for people moving into the village and for
holidaymakers
- Loss of social life for single and elderly people
- Financial arguments - not reflect a true picture
- Opening hours have become unreliable
- Policy Reasons
- Detrimental to vitality and viability of the local community and economy
- Holiday lets will suffer as the pub was always recommended for food and used by visitors.
- Close to the Tarka Trail used as a stop off
- Lack of accuracy contained within the supporting documents
- Important Community Asset
- Village growing through planning applications, so this closure won't help
- Vital for economic health of the local community
- Vital for welfare of residents
- Place of employment for residents
- Only 1 bus a week out of the settlement so have to drive to alternative public houses
- Other pubs in the surrounding area have thrived so why can't The Laurels
- In the past was viable and the main hub for social gatherings in the community
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Policy Context:
North Devon and Torridge Local Plan 2011-2031:
ST07 (Spatial Development Strategy for Northern Devon's Rural Area); ST22 (Community Services
and Facilities); ST21 (Managing the Delivery of Housing); DM04 (Design Principles); ST04 (Improving
the Quality of Development); DM08A (Landscape and Seascape Character); ST15 (Conserving
Heritage Assets); DM07 (Historic Environment); DM01 (Amenity Considerations); DM05 (Highways);
DM06 (Parking Provision); DM02 (Environmental Protection); ST03 (Adapting to Climate Change and
Strengthening Resilience); DM08 (Biodiversity and Geodiversity); ST14 (Enhancing Environmental
Assets);
Government Guidance:
NPPF (National Planning Policy Framework); NPPG (National Planning Practice Guidance); NERC
(Natural Environment & Rural Communities); WACA (Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981);
Planning Considerations
The main planning considerations with this application are:
1. Principle of Development
2. Impact on Character and Appearance/Listed Buildings
3. Impact on Residential Amenities
4. Access and Parking
5. Drainage
6. Ecology
7. Conclusion
1. Principle of Development
Section 38 (6) of the Planning and Compulsory Act 2004 states that key consideration in the
determination of a planning application is the development plan. Applications should be determined
in accordance with the development plan unless material planning considerations indicate otherwise.
For the purpose of the development plan the statutory development plan is comprised of the North
Devon & Torridge Local Plan 2011-2031 (NDTLP).
In planning terms, the site is located within the rural settlement of Petrockstowe, and therefore would
need to comply with Policy ST07 (3) of the North Devon and Torridge Local Plan (NDTLP). Policy
ST07 (3) sets out that in Rural Settlements which contain at least one prescribed service or
community facility, appropriately located development of a modest scale will be enabled to meet
locally generated needs. The NDTLP Glossary defines Rural Settlements as: 'a small, closely
grouped cluster of housing that contains at least one local service or community facility.' Petrockstowe
contains a Pub (which this application seeks to remove) and St Petrock's Church, a Methodist
Church, and a Village Hall, with Public Open Space and a local sports club venue which is just
outside the main built form of Petrockstowe.
As this application is seeking a change of use of an existing building and not a new build dwelling in a
Rural Settlement, the local occupancy restriction of Policy DM24 would not apply as stated in
paragraph 13.143 in the NDTLP ‘for the conversion or rural buildings within Rural Settlements, the
local occupancy requirements set out in Policy DM24: Residential Development in Rural Settlements,
will not apply.’
Notwithstanding the above, as a result of the Burwood Appeal (APP/W1145/W/19/3238460), the
Council accepts that it cannot currently demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable housing sites
(5YHLS); with the appeal concluding that there is a supply of 4.23 years across Northern Devon. By
virtue of not being able to demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable housing sites (footnote 7,
NPPF), there is a need to apply the presumption in favour of sustainable development (the
'Presumption') (paragraph 11(d), NPPF) as a material consideration in determining planning
applications for housing.
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Paragraph 11 (d) notes:
Where there are no relevant development plan policies, or the policies which are most important for
determining the application are out-of-date, Local Planning Authorities should grant planning
permission unless:
i. the application of policies in this Framework that protect areas or assets of particular importance
(National Parks, AONB, SSSI, Heritage Assets, Habitat Sites) provides a clear reason for refusing the
development proposed; or
ii. any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when
assessed against the policies in this Framework taken as a whole.
For the purposes of the Presumption, policies of the development plan are not considered to be
automatically out-of-date by virtue of not being able to demonstrate a 5YHLS. Whether a policy of the
development plan is out-of-date is a matter for the decision taker, in light of their substance and
considering their conformity with the NPPF. As the NDTLP was adopted relatively recently, none of
the policies are generally considered to be out-of-date for the application of the Presumption.
The Presumption is set out in two parts by Paragraph 11 (d) of the NPPF, however, as this proposal
does not harm a 'protected area', the decision taker/s in this case needs to consider the NPPF's
requirement to grant permission unless any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and
demonstrably outweigh the benefits - the so-called tilted balance (Paragraph 11(d)(i), NPPF).
Notwithstanding the above, the proposal relates to the conversion of a pub, which triggers Policy
ST22 of the NDTLP. Policy ST22 seeks to prevent the loss of community services and facilities where
possible (pubs are deemed to be classified as community facilities for the purposes of ST22).
Policy ST22 notes development that involves the loss of community services and facilities will not be
supported unless there is compelling evidence to demonstrate:
a) The existing use is no longer commercially viable or could not be made commercially viable; or
b) There is alternative local provision that is accessible to the local community by walking or cycling;
or
c) The premises are no longer required to meet the needs of the community.
For clarity each point will be considered separately.
(a) The public house stopped operating on the 17th September 2021 before the application was
submitted to the Local Planning Authority. It is detailed in the supporting statement 'The pub had to
limit its opening hours and has now, as of the 17th September, had to close its doors, as the revenue
is simply not sufficient to keep the business running.' The applicant has provided evidence to
demonstrate that they have gone to great lengths to ensure the viability of the business. It is evident
that before COVID-19 the public house was viable and making a profit, however the applicant advises
that due to the impact of the global pandemic and a lack of support from residents, the public house is
no longer viable.
Although not specifically referenced in Policy ST22, the supporting text at paragraph 8.10 notes:
‘Commercially operated facilities must further demonstrate a comprehensive sustained marketing
campaign (The facility will be offered for sale locally and in the region, in appropriate publications and
through specialised licensed trade agents, at a price agreed with the Council) has been undertaken
for its existing use, offering the facility for sale using an agreed realistic valuation of the premises for a
period of at least 12 months before an application is submitted.’
The public house first went on to the market in 2019 and remains so. In April 2019 the property was
put on the market at £395,000 with Webbers and shortly after an offer was made, however this was
eventually rejected. In February 2020 another offer was accepted however, the COVID-19 global
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pandemic hit and the deal fell through. In August 2020, JD Commercial took over marketing, and
whilst no offers were submitted, enquiries were made. In July 2021, Bond Oxborough Phillips started
marketing the property at an asking price of £450,000. It is understood that no enquiries or offers
have been made since this time.
Public houses are among the types of property generally referred to as trade related property. They
are usually bought and sold having regard to their trading potential. Thus, as this is a commercial
business, its 'value' is impacted by the potential profit. The value of the business will have been
massively impacted post-Covid.
In terms of the marketing price of the public house this has been questioned by the Parish Council
and in third party representations. As such, the Local Planning Authority has gone to the District
Valuer to get an independent valuation of the public house. The report received states that an
inspection took place on the 8th April 2022 with the special assumptions applied: 'The subject
property is to be valued on the basis of Existing Use Value (EUV), as a Public House and premises.'
The report summarises that due to the restricted information provided, it has been agreed that a
valuation range is reported. The opinion of Market Value of the Freehold interest with vacant
possession as at 12 May 2022, on the special assumption of a restriction to existing use lies between:
£300,000 (three hundred thousand pounds) and £400,000 (four hundred thousand pounds).
It continues to state that:
'From 2019 to present day the pub market has been significantly affected by COVID (starting in March
2020) with lockdown periods predictably having a significant impact on trade. However, the most
successful operators were able to establish significant income from take away and click and collect
services. It is understood that The Laurels offered such a service in the village.
As "Freedom Day" (19th July 2021) approached a lot of pub operators re-launched if they had
survived the lockdown periods. In terms of demand over this period, investors with cash in the bank
reportedly sought out cheap deals during the pandemic. Similar opportunities still exist to date,
although they are fewer and farther between. Current demand, therefore, seems to generally be
higher than the supply on the market.
The outlook going forward seems to be optimistic in general with investors and operators still seeking
"good deals" to reflect the inherent risk still apparent in the market. It was reported in January 2022
that the prices paid for freehold pubs sold without accounts or that may be closed or vandalised have
risen by approximately 7.2% since the halfway point of 2020, and a 5.7% uplift from the start of 2020.
However, less than half of these types of property were sold as existing use as a pub, indicating that
the majority of purchasers intentions were to convert or develop the sites.
I am of the view that despite the pub closing, the subject property does have potential as a trading
entity, and I am of the view that a reasonably efficient operator would be interested in running it. The
significant amount of residential accommodation adds value to the property and cannot be ignored
alongside the special assumption. In my view, the additional rooms actually offer the potential to add
to the business as letting rooms, which I think a reasonably efficient operator would consider in this
location.
The evidence available suggests that the latest asking price for the property of £450,000 is too high. I
believe this opinion is supported by the lack of recent enquiries. The sales evidence of other pubs
recently sold in the wider locality shows a range of values between £183,500 and £359,000. However,
each of these properties are not entirely comparable to the subject property, which is unique in terms
of location and ratio of ancillary residential accommodation to commercial accommodation.
Having regard to the subject property, compared to the sales comparable, I am of the view that
despite closing, the potential is still there for it to be run as a pub. Also, the inherent value in the
buildings and the site as a whole makes it a relatively attractive prospect, perhaps more so for
alternative uses which I am instructed to ignore in formulating an opinion of value in this case.
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Despite market commentary outlining a general strong demand, I believe that for a property of this
type, in this location, there is still a significant risk in purchasing it to be run as a pub. Further, there is
a potential stigma that needs to be considered in connection with objections to the current planning
application. This is difficult to quantify. Having reviewed the objections to the change of use
application, it is evident that there is a firm preference from the local community for the property to
remain as a pub. On this basis, I am of the opinion that the local opposition to the change of use
actually has a positive impact on the value, under the special assumption I have applied.
On balance of all the evidence I am of the view that the Market Value of the property lies within the
range of £300,000 - £400,000, reflecting the special assumption that the property is to be run as a
pub with ancillary residential accommodation, with no alternative use considered.'
Taking into account all of the above it is considered that although COVID-19 has had an impact on
this industry, it does not mean that the site is not viable if an efficient operator would be interested in
running it, with the potential to expand the operations. In addition, there is conflicting evidence in
terms of the marketing price of the public house.
(b) In terms of local provision, from the information submitted it has been detailed that there is
alternative provision in the form of the Village Hall and a local sports pavilion which is outside of the
built form of the Rural Settlement. It has been put forward that the popularity of these local provisions
may be one of the reasons the public house is no longer used or effectively needed by the local
community. However, it is considered that the Village Hall and the local sports pavilion are not
considered as 'alternative' local provisions to replicate a public house. The cricket pavilion is
unsuitable for many reasons due to its distance from the village and the fact that it is an open-sided
building which has no public footway link to the Village and no lighting to allow the community to
safely walk to the site and back to use it as an 'alternative'. The Village Hall is also not considered to
provide the same ability for ad-hoc social meetings such as may be afforded by a public house.
This position in terms of Policy ST22 has been established via an appeal under reference
APP/W1145/W/21/3269314: a public house known as the Crealock Arms located in Littleham, which
is also a Rural Settlement as defined by ST07 of the NDTLP.
(c) It has been noted in the submitted documents that the pub is considered to no longer meet the
required needs of the local community. The appeal decision referenced above expressed that
although the public house is not used by local people to the extent that the appellants would like,
there is little firm evidence as to the extent or pattern of usage by the local community that might
demonstrate that the premises are no longer required. The appeal has many similarities to the site
subject to this application. However, after reviewing the level of objection from residents and nonresidents, together with the views of the Parish Council, these representations suggest that the loss of
the pub would have an impact on the community and that there seems to be a required need for it in
the area. Therefore, the proposal is considered to not comply with this criterion.
Conclusion
This is a traditional pub which prior to Covid had a reasonable 'trade'. The site has the benefit of a
four/ five bedrooms on the first floor, large car park, and a rural feel at the centre of the settlement.
The customer potential is there for the public house as can be seen in previous years accounts.
Although, it is acknowledged that there has been a significant submission of objection comments
which are material, it also can’t completely reflect the use and pattern of the community utilising the
public house. In terms of other community facilities in the settlement, the sports pavilion is not
considered comparable, but likewise the offering of a village hall is different to that of a pub and
therefore is not seen as an alternative. The pub was viable prior to Covid; however, it is not clear if
this still would be the case, especially as the pub has been shut since September 2021 since
restrictions have been lifted. The site has been on the market since 2019, but this has been
questioned and an independent valuation has detailed that the current value is outside the range the
public house is currently being marketed at. For this reason, it is considered that the marketing
campaign is only given limited weight (especially as limited information was received regarding the
valuation, or the breakdown of the sales). Whilst the planning officer can sympathise with hospitality
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businesses in this current climate, there is not compelling evidence to suggest the long-term future of
this pub is not viable. Overall, Policy ST22 is not considered to be satisfied.
The proposal therefore falls contrary to Policy ST22. Notwithstanding this policy conflict, given the
lack of 5YHLS the planning considerations will need to be weighed up within the planning tilted
balance with the NPPF's requirement to grant permission unless any adverse impacts of doing so
would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits as a material consideration. The planning
considerations are set out below.
2. Impact on Character and Appearance/Listed Buildings
The Local Plan policies on design are relevant - Policy ST04 (Improving the Quality of Development)
and Policy DM04 (Design Principles), which both aim to achieve high quality, inclusive and
sustainable design.
Policy ST04 supports development proposal that achieve high quality inclusive and sustainable
design to support the creation of successful, vibrant places. Design will be based on a clear process
that analyses and responds to the characteristics of the site, its wider context and the surrounding
area taking full account of the principles of design found in Policy DM04.
Policy ST15 of the NDTLP, states that 'great weight will be given to the desirability of preserving and
enhancing northern Devon's historic environment by:
(a) Conserving the historic dimension of the landscape;
(b) Conserving the cultural, built, historic and archaeological features of national and local importance
and their setting, including those that are not formally designated;
(c) Identifying and protecting locally important buildings that contribute to the area's local character
and identity; and
(d) Increasing opportunities for access, education and appreciation of all aspects of northern Devon's
historic environment, for all sections of the community.
Policy DM04 supports developments with good design and the policy seeks to guide overall scale,
density, massing, height, landscape, layout, materials, access and appearance of new developments.
It seeks not just to manage land use but support the creation of successful places and respond to the
challenges of climate change. The policy lists 13 design principles that proposals must meet in order
to be supported by the policy.
Policy DM07 of the NDTLP requires that all proposals affecting heritage assets should be
accompanied by sufficient information, in the form of a Heritage Statement, to enable the impact of
the proposal on the significance of the heritage asset and its setting to be properly assessed. The
policy also outlines that proposals that conserve and positively enhance the heritage asset and their
setting will be support and where there is unavoidable harm to heritage assets and their settings,
proposals will only be supported where the harm is minimised as far as possible.
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), and in particular part 12: Achieving well-designed
places, attaches great importance to the design of the built environment and states that development
should in terms of design:
(a) Function well and add to an overall quality of the area, not just for the short term but over the
lifetime of the development;
(b) Be visually attractive as a result of good architecture, layout and appropriate and effective
landscape; and
(c) Be sympathetic to local character and history, including surrounding built environment and
landscape setting, while not preventing or discouraging appropriate innovation or change.
In addition to this, Paragraph 199 of the NPPF states that, 'When considering the impact of a
proposed development on the significance of a designated heritage asset, great weight should be
given to the asset's conservation (and the more important the asset, the greater the weight should
be). This is irrespective of whether any potential harm amounts to substantial harm, total loss or less
than substantial harm to its significance.'
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Paragraph 202 of the NPPF states that, 'Where a development proposal will lead to less than
substantial harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset, this harm should be weighed
against the public benefits of the proposal including, where appropriate, securing its optimum viable
use.'
The application seeks permission for the change of use from a mixed use of public house and private
dwelling to solely a private dwelling.
The supporting information details that there are no proposed external changes and if there are any
changes internally in the future that these do not meet the definition of development and would
therefore not require planning permission.
The change of use of the public house to a dwelling on this plot would result in a 4/5 bedroom family
dwelling with limited amenity space which would not be commensurate to the needs of the likely
occupiers. In addition, the amenity space that is provided is not of a quality or size that would be
supported, due to the context of the setting and the useable nature of the site. The site is adjacent the
classified highway and although there is ample parking the green space is not private and due to the
constraints of the site there are no possibilities for extending the amenity in the future.
As the application affects the setting of a listed building the Conservation Officer has been consulted
and they have commented the following:
'The building is not listed but stands close to and within an area of the settlment that has high visual
value. The original buildling is of some age but has been altered to its current use such that it was not
deemed to be listable.
The proposed change of use will not alter the fabric of the building and in principle there are no
objections. Shall the use be allowed there may be changes to the grounds but this could happen while
in the pub use anyway.’
Taking all of the above into account it is considered that in terms of amenity space and the wider
layout of the proposed dwelling within its curtilage, it is considered that this could be seen as a
negative within the planning balance.
3. Impact on Residential Amenities
Policy DM01 of the NDTLP relates to amenity considerations and notes, development will be
supported where:
a) It would not significantly harm the amenities of any neighbouring occupiers or uses; and
b) The intended occupants of the proposed development would not be harmed as a result of existing
or allocated uses
One of the core principles of the NPPF is to secure high-quality design and a good standard of
amenity for all existing and future occupants of land and buildings.
Policy DM04 also aims to ensure the amenities of existing and future neighbouring occupiers are
safeguarded. In addition to this, one of the core principles of the NPPF is to secure high-quality
design and a good standard of amenity for all existing and future occupants of land and buildings.
One representation, 3 support comments and 139 objection comments have been submitted for the
application, which have been summarised in the representations section. The supporting information
details that there are no proposed changes, there is adequate parking spaces and amenity areas for
the dwelling, given the building already functions in such a use.
However, after visiting the site and assessing the information submitted, it is considered that although
there is adequate parking this does not include private amenity space for the intended occupiers of
the proposed dwelling. The application site is located between the churchyard of the Church of St
Petrock and the classified highway to the east. To the south is the adjoined outbuildings in the
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applicant’s ownership, and the public green which contains the war memorial. The only parcel of land
for the site is to the east which is a small area of grass and is in no respect private from neighbouring
occupiers or useable for intended occupiers to use as private amenity space in connection with the
dwelling.
In light of the above it is considered that the proposed development does not provide a high-quality
design which creates a good standard of amenity for all existing and future occupants of the land and
buildings. As such it is considered that the dwelling would have substandard amenity space and
would not be considered commensurate to the intended occupiers, causing an impact on the standard
of living in this location; therefore, contrary to Policy DM04 of the NDTLP, amongst other things, is
concerned with protecting occupants’ amenities. It is not considered to be contrary to Policy DM01,
which is designed to protect existing residents from adverse effects arising from new development –
this would not be the case, here.
4. Access and Parking
Paragraph 111 of the NPPF advises that development should only be prevented or refused on
transport grounds if there would be an unacceptable impact on highways safety, or the residual
cumulative impacts on the road network would be severe. In addition, Paragraph 112 notes that
development should minimise the scope for conflict between pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles,
respond to local character and design standards, allow for the efficient delivery of goods, and access
by service and emergency vehicles.
Policy ST10 of the NDTLP, sets out the transport strategy for Northern Devon. It aims to reduce the
environmental and social impact of transport by ensuring that access to new developments is safe
and appropriate.
Policy DM05 of the NDTLP relates to highways and states:
(1) All development must ensure the safe and well-designed vehicular access and egress, adequate
parking and layouts which consider the needs and accessibility of all highway users including cyclists
and pedestrians.
(2) All development shall protect and enhance public rights of way, footways, cycleways and
bridleways and facilitate improvements to existing or provide new connections to these routes where
practical to do so.
In addition to this, Policy DM06 of the NDTLP relates to parking provision and states:
(1) Development proposals will be expected to provide an appropriate scale and range of parking
provision to meet anticipated needs, having regard to:
(a) Accessibility and sustainability of the site;
(b) Availability of public transport;
(c) Provisions of safe walking and cycle routes; and
(d) Specific sale, type and mix of development.
(2) Proposals must encourage the use of sustainable modes of transport through careful design,
layout and integration of the existing built form.
The main vehicular parking area has space for around 10/12 cars and turning off road, which is
located to the north of the public house. The parking has an existing access from the public classified
highway that runs along the eastern boundary. The application is not proposing to change the existing
arrangements on site. Devon County Council Highways were consulted on the application, but no
comments were received. After assessing highways standing advice and reviewing the proposed
arrangements, it is considered that the application accords with the above policies as detailed in the
NDTLP.
5. Drainage
Policy ST03 of the NDTLP notes that development should 'adopt effective water management
including Sustainable Drainage Systems, water quality improvements, water efficiency measures and
the use of rainwater'. In addition, Policy DM04 notes development should provide effective water
management including Sustainable Drainage Systems, water efficiency measures and the reuse of
rainwater.
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The NPPF and Planning Practice Guidance provide further advice on foul drainage, with a
hierarchical approach being used. The Planning Practice Guidance notes that new development
should aim to discharge foul water into the public sewer; however, if this not possible then a package
treatment plant may be used. However, if a package treatment plant is not possible to use, then a
septic tank will be considered. Justification for the use of alternative drainage systems other than
mains drainage is required.
Policy DM02 of the NDTLP states that 'developments will be supported where it does not cause an
unacceptable risk to public health and safety due to:
(a) Coastal erosion or land stability;
(b) Its siting on known or suspected contaminated land which is unsuitable for the use proposed; or
(c) The storage or use of hazardous substance;
Unless taking account of appropriate remedial, preventative or precautionary measures to remove,
reduce or mitigate risk to an acceptable level.'
The application is proposing to connect into the mains sewer for foul sewage and surface water. In
accordance with the above policy the proposal accords with policies ST03 and DM02 of the NDTLP.
6. Ecology
Local Planning Authorities have a statutory duty to ensure that the impact of development on wildlife
is fully considered during the determination of a planning application under the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006, the
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (Habitats Regulations 2010). This is further
reinforced within NDTLP through Policies DM08 and ST14 which state that all developments must
ensure that the importance of habitats and designated sites are taken into account.
The local planning authority also has a duty under Section 40 of the Natural Environment and Rural
Communities (NERC) Act 2006 to have regard to biodiversity in exercising its functions. This duty
includes the requirement to have regard to protected species.
A Wildlife Trigger List has been submitted for the application which is considered to accord with the
statutory requirements as set out above. A Wildlife Report has not been triggered and therefore it is
considered the application is in accordance with Policies DM08 and ST14 of the NDTLP.
7. Conclusion and Planning Balance
Planning Law indicates that planning decisions must be taken in accordance with policy unless
material considerations indicate otherwise. In this case, because the LPA cannot demonstrate a 5year supply of housing, there is a need to apply 'the presumption in favour' and the 'tilted balance' as
a material consideration. As with most planning decisions, there will be benefits and harm, and it is up
to the decision makers to ensure that the negative aspects of the scheme are not significantly harmful
and/or if the negative impacts demonstrably and significantly outweigh the positives, the proposal
should be refused.
This proposal results in the loss of a community facility, which is contrary to ST22. This is a negative
within the planning balance.
As identified within the officer report, this proposal would also, due to a lack of private amenity for the
intended occupiers (DM04), result in a negative impact.
The proposal is neutral in terms of its highways impact, drainage and ecology.
The proposal would result in the development of one dwelling, which has a minor positive social
impact and would assist in the councils 5YHLS deficit, however, any economic impact is
neutral/negative, as ultimately this proposal also seeks the loss of a business.
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In conclusion, based on the above material considerations and the planning balance, the planning
officer considers that the negatives of this scheme, when combined, significantly outweigh the
positives. As such the proposal should be refused in accordance with the planning balance.
Human rights
Consideration has been given to the Human Rights Act 1998.
Recommendation
REFUSE for the following reasons:
1

This application proposes the loss of a community facility, without demonstrating that: the
existing use is no longer commercially viable or could not be made commercially viable; that
there is an alternative local provision; and that it is no longer required to meet the needs of the
local community. As such, the proposal is contrary to Policy ST22 of the North Devon and
Torridge Local Plan. In applying the tilted balance, it is deemed that the negatives
demonstrably outweigh the positives. Therefore, the proposal is unacceptable under
paragraph 11(d)(ii) of the National Planning Policy Framework.

2

The proposed development does not provide a high-quality design which creates a good
standard of amenity for all future occupants of the dwelling. The limited amount of private
amenity space available, due to the constraints of the site, would be substandard and not
commensurate to the need of the likely occupiers, causing an adverse impact on the standard
of living in this location; therefore, the proposed development would be contrary to Policy
DM04 of the North Devon and Torridge Local Plan.

Plans Schedule
Reference
BLOCK PLAN
FLOOR PLANS
LOCATION PLAN

Received
24.09.2021
24.09.2021
24.09.2021

Statement of Engagement
In accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) in dealing with this application,
the Council has worked with the applicant in the following and positive and proactive manner. We
have made available detailed advice in the form of our statutory policies in the Development Plan,
Supplementary Planning Documents, Planning Briefs and other informal written guidance, as well as
offering a full pre-application advice service, in order to ensure that the applicant has been given
every opportunity to submit an application which is likely to be considered favourably. In such ways
the Council has demonstrated a positive and proactive manner in seeking solution to problems arising
in relation to the planning application. In this instance the applicant did not enter into pre-application
discussions with the Council. Some discussions were undertaken during the processing of the
application, however, ultimately the proposal was considered contrary to policy.
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Reason for referral:
Cllr Leather has called the application to Plans Committee, due to concerns that the proposed
amendments would reduce the quality of the development.
Relevant History:

Application No.
1/0626/2017/OUTM

1/0521/2021/FULM

1/0522/2021/DIS

1/0523/2021/REMM

1/0561/2021/SEC10
6

1/0558/2002

1/1346/1975

1/0011/2014/SCR

Description
Outline application with all
matters reserved for up to
300 dwellings with associated
infrastructure and public open
space
Outline application with all
matters reserved for up to
300 dwellings with associated
infrastructure and public open
space (Variation of conditions
1 (the reserved matters), 11
(highways) and 18
(contamination) of planning
approval 1/0626/2017/OUTM)
Discharge of conditions 1, 2,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 16 of
planning approval
1/0521/2021/FULM
Reserved matters application
for access, appearance,
landscaping, layout & scale
pursuant to planning approval
1/0521/2021/FULM
Deed of variation of the
Section 106 agreement
pursuant to planning approval
1/0626/2017/OUTM
REMOVAL OF SOIL TO
SPREAD, LEVEL & FILL ON
THE FARM

Status
PER

Closed
30.05.2018

PER

17.12.2021

PER

07.01.2022

PER

17.12.2021

PER

02.02.2022

PERDET

03.05.2002

RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT LAND ADJ.
BROADLANDS,
ALVERDISCOTT ROAD,
BIDEFORD
Residential Development

REF

02.02.1976

NPW

07.04.2015
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Site Description & Proposal
Site Description
The application relates to a parcel of land located on the eastern edge of Bideford, to the eastern side
of Manteo Way. The site extends along Alverdiscott Road to the east and adjoins the boundary with
Kingsley House, which is occupied by the National Autistic Society and operates as a residential care
facility for autistic adults. To the east of Kingsley House there is a significant drop in ground level,
towards Cleave Wood. To the north the site is bounded by Mines Road, which is also at a
significantly lower level than the site. The site was formerly in agricultural use, with mature
hedgebanks of variable quality creating four distinct fields. Two vehicular accesses onto the public
highway are located on the site’s southern boundary, both onto Alverdiscott Road. The first of these
is within close proximity to the roundabout, between Manteo Road and the western boundary of
Kingsley House. The second is to the east of Kingsley House.
An existing industrial estate is located to the south of the site, on the opposite side of Alverdiscott
Road and separated from the site by mature vegetation. The residential area of East-the-Water is
located to the west and north west.
The site is currently being developed in accordance with outline planning permission
1/0521/2021/FULM and reserved matters approval 1/0523/2021/REMM.
Proposed Development
The application seeks a non-material amendment to the reserved matters approval reference
1/0523/2021/REMM.
The following amendments are proposed:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Stone and quoins detailing around windows added to Modbury and Dartmouth dwellings
Plots 5 and 6 changes to hipped roof on Hartland dwelling
Rounded reveals and timber feature lintels added to Bickleigh, Modbury and Saunton
Silverton dwellings changed to formal type with rendered finish
Brickwork plots with brick mid-band, creasing tile cills and corbels at eaves added on Saunton,
Bickleigh and Modbury dwellings
Rotation of plots 24-27 (adjacent to the LEAP)
Brickwork end gables added to rendered plots, returning on corner with quoin detail
Plots changed to formal orange brick with contrast brick banding and stone heads on Hartland,
Bicton and two, three and four bed affordable dwellings
Render with ashlar banding added to ground floor plinth on Hartland, Hazel, open market flats,
brickwork orange
Brick quoins added to front corner of Par dwelling
Ashburn dwelling: Changed to brickwork with mid band, main roof lowered, front bay wet verge
with brick detailing. Chicket added to rear elevation. Study added to first floor.
Changed to brick with brick mid-band & feature render above front door in recess on affordable
flats
Rendered with brick quoins to corners, door surround & creasing tile cills added to Bickleigh
dwellings
Estate railings in lieu of low stone walls – eastern part of the site
Low stone walls omitted – central and eastern parts of the site

It is understood that the majority of the proposed amendments relate to modest alterations to the
appearance of various dwelling types. Other changes, numbered 6, 14 and 15 above, are as a result
of parts of the site being ‘made ground’, which it is understood has created issues with the
foundations of dwellings and low stone walls.
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Consultee representations:
N/A
Representations:
Number of neighbours consulted:
Number of representations received:
Number of objection letters:

0
0
0

Number of letters of support:
Number of neutral representations:

0
0

N/A
Policy Context:
N/A
Planning Considerations
The sole consideration in respect of the application is whether the proposed amendments to the extant
reserved matters approval are considered to be non-material.
Section 96A(1) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 provides that:
A local planning authority may make a change to any planning permission, or any permission in
principle (granted following an application to the authority), relating to land in their area if they
are satisfied that the change is not material.
Section 96A(3) clarifies that:
The power conferred by subsection (1) includes power to make a change to a planning
permission(a) to impose new conditions;
(b) to remove or alter existing conditions.
The government’s Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) establishes that:
‘There is no statutory definition of ‘non-material’. This is because it will be dependent on the
context of the overall scheme – an amendment that is non-material in one context may be
material in another. The local planning authority must be satisfied that the amendment sought is
non-material in order to grant an application under section 96A of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990.’
It is considered that the slight rotation of plots 24-27 will not have a material impact on the
development, taking account of the scale of the development and the modest number of plots affected
by the amendment. In addition, the replacement of low stone walls with railings and omission of stone
walls within small areas of the site is also considered to be non-material, given that railings have
previously been approved on other parts of the site.
In addition, whilst a significant number of amendments are proposed, almost all relate to design
detailing on various dwelling types. In the context of a substantial development of 225 dwellings the
proposed amendments are considered to be non-material.
The proposed non material amendments do not affect the number of dwellings that would be delivered,
the access onto Manteo Way, or the layout of the development aside from a small rotation of four plots.
In addition, the scale of individual dwellings would not be materially affected and the surface water and
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foul drainage arrangements would be unaffected by the proposal. Similarly, the biodiversity value of
the site would not be affected by the proposed amendments.
It is noted that the proposed amendments do not affect any of the conditions attached to the extant
permission, or the Section 106 agreement associated with the permission.
Taking account of the above, it is your officer’s view that the proposal represents a non-material
amendment to the extant permission. Accordingly, it is recommended that the application be approved,
and the submitted drawings approved in place of those previously approved.
Human rights
Consideration has been given to the Human Rights Act 1998.
Recommendation
GRANT
Plans Schedule
Reference
20025 HT_4BAFF-01 B
20025 HT_4BAFF-02 E
20025 HT_4BAFF-03 E
20025 HT_HAR-01 B
20025 HT_HAR-02 B
20025 HT_HAR-03 B
20025 HT_HAR-04 B
20025 HT_HAR-05 B
20025 HT_HAR-06 B
20025 HT_HAR-07 B
20025 HT_HAR-08 C
20025 HT_HAR-09 C
20025 HT_HAR-10 B
20025 HT_HAR-11 C
20025 HT_HAR-12 B
20025 HT_HAR-13
20025 HT_HAR-14
20025 HT_SIL-01 C
20025 HT_SIL-02 D
20025/EX.01 C
20025/EX.02 D
20025/EX.03 C
20025/EX.04 C
20025/NMA01 A
20025/SP01 W
20025/SP02 W
SP3169 92 P 013 M
SPP3169 P 90 001 L
SPP3169 P 90 002 L
SPP3169 P 90 005 M

Received
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
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SPP3169 P 90 006 M
SPP3169 P 90 014 M
SPP3169 P 92 007 M
SPP3169 P 92 008 M
SPP3169 P 92 009 M
SPP3169 P 92 010 M
SPP3169 P 92 011 M
SPP3169 P 92 012 M
0604 TA5
0601 TA5
0602 TA5
0603 TA5
0605 TA5
0606 TA5
0720 TA4
0721 TA4
0722 TA4
0723 TA4
0724 TA4
0725 TA4
BSP.01 C
BSP.02 C
BTP.01 C
BTP.02 C
HT_2BAFF - 01B
HT_2BAFF - 02D
HT_2BAFF - 03D
HT_2BAFF - 04D
HT_3BAFF - 01C
HT_3BAFF - 02D
HT_3BAFF - 03D
HT_3BAFF - 04D
HT_APT_AFF-01D
HT_APT_AFF-02D
HT_APT_AFF-03D
HT_APT_AFF-04D
HT_APT_OM-01C
HT_APT_OM-02C
HT_APT_OM-03C
HT_APT_OM-04C
HT_APT_OM-05D
HT_APT_OM-06D
HT_APT_OM-07D
HT_APT_OM-09D
HT_ASH-01C
HT_ASH-02C
HT_BIC-01B
HT_BIC-02B
HT_BIC-03B

28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
28.03.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
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HT_BIC-04B
SS.02 B
SS.03 C
HT_BIT-01B
HT_BIT-02B
HT_DARV2-01C
HT_GAR-03B
HT_DARV2-01C
HT_GAR-01B
HT_GAR-02B
HT_HAZ-01D
HT_HAZ-02E
HT_MOD-03B
HT_MOD-04B
HT_MOD-05
HT_PAR-02C
HT_PAR-03A
HT_SAN-01B
HT_SAN-02B
HT_SAN-03B
HT_SAN-04

14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022
14.02.2022

Statement of Engagement
In accordance with paragraphs 38 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) in dealing with
this application, the Council has worked with the applicant in the following positive and proactive
manner. In this instance there was no need for further engagement as the development as submitted
is considered to accord with the development plan. In such ways the Council has demonstrated a
positive and proactive manner in seeking solutions to problems arising in relation to the planning
application.
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Agenda Item 10

AGMB DECISIONS 28.04.2022 – 26.05.2022
Application
Number

Address/Proposal

Decision

Permitted
1/0146/2022/
AGMB

1/0279/2022/
AGMB

Sarah
Boyle

James
Jackson

Prior notification for the change of
use of agricultural building to 1 no.
dwellinghouse and associated
building operations under Class Q Building At Gibbings Down,
Yarnscombe, Devon.
Prior notification for the change of
use of agricultural building to 1 no.
dwellinghouse and associated
building operations under Class Q Barn At Grid Reference 235404
107299, Holsworthy, Devon.

Mr Pettigrew &
Miss Morris

PER
04.05.2022

Mrs Julia
Curtis-Davis

PER
09.05.2022

Mr And Mrs
Lowman

REF
20.05.2022

Refused
1/1267/2021/
AGMB

Laura
Davies

Prior notification for the change of
use of agricultural building to 1 no.
dwellinghouse and associated
building operations under Class Q Land At Grid Reference 230856
103157, Derril, Pyworthy.
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Agenda Item 11
Torridge District Council
Planning Decisions
Between 28.04.2022 and 26.05.2022
List of Applications
Application
No:

Officer

Proposal and Address

Applicant

Decision/Date

Permitted
1/0217/2022/
TRE

Angelo
Massos

Removal of T1, T2, T3, T4 and G2
covered by TPO/0012/2015 Donness Nursing Home, 42 Atlantic
Way, Westward Ho!.

Mr Richard
Barden

PARAPP
19.05.2022

1/0127/2021/
FUL

Debbie
Fuller

Demolition of existing farmhouse
and erection of replacement
dwelling (amended plans) - Land At
Higher Lana, Pancrasweek, Devon.

Mr Bacon

PER
18.05.2022

1/0863/2021/
OUT

Laura
Davies

Proposed 3 no. new dwellings Land At Grid Reference 235798
108378, Holsworthy Beacon,
Devon.

Mr D J Watkins

PER
03.05.2022

1/1017/2021/
REMM

Kristian
Evely

Application for reserved matters of
layout, landscaping, scale and
appearance for 40 no. dwellings,
along with provision of new strategic
footpath/cycleway, informal public
open space and associated works
pursuant to Outline Planning
Permission 1/0906/2015/OUTM
(Amended Plans) - Land To The
Rear Of Amberley, Limers Lane,
Northam.

Strongvox
Homes

PER
18.05.2022

1/1035/2021/
FUL

Debbie
Fuller

Demolition of barn and erection of a
dwellinghouse with associated
works - Jenns Farm, Bradworthy,
Devon.

Ms Amanda
Atkinson

PER
06.05.2022

1/1086/2021/
REM

Helen
Smith

Reserved matters application for
appearance and landscaping
pursuant to planning permission
1/0070/2018/OUT - South Street
Car Park, Mill Street, Torrington.

Pearce Homes

PER
29.04.2022

1/1162/2021/
FUL

Angelo
Massos

Conversion of barn, additional works Mr Cawsey
for extension and associated works
- Barn At Haddacott Farm,
Huntshaw, Torrington.
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PER
29.04.2022

1/1171/2021/
FUL

Tristan
Otten

Proposed two-storey residential
extension - Ash House, Welcombe,
Bideford.

Mr J & Mrs P
Ellison

PER
05.05.2022

1/1233/2021/
FULM

Helen
Smith

Residential development of 138
dwellings consisting of 120 houses,
14 bungalows and 4 flats along with
an allotment site, public open space
and associated infrastructure
(Variation of condition 2 of planning
permission 1/0490/2020/FULM)
Substitution of Type H houses with
Type J houses - Land Between
Tadworthy Road And Golf Links
Road, Westward Ho!, Northam.

NG Properties
SW Ltd

PER
05.05.2022

1/1242/2021/
TRE

Angelo
Massos

25% Crown reduction, 20% Crown
thinning and 4m Crown lift to
Copper Beach (T1) covered by
TPO/0028/2015 - 4 Northdene,
Bideford, Devon.

Mrs Frances
Ditton

PER
18.05.2022

1/1264/2021/
FUL

James
Jackson

Re-rendering of walls, extension of
roof line to allow external insulation,
replacement windows and storm
porch, demolition of outbuildings
and construction or orangery and
garden area - 79 The Square,
Hartland, Bideford.

Mrs Marie
Porter

PER
12.05.2022

1/1291/2021/
FUL

Debbie
Fuller

Demolition of existing single storey
dwelling and erection of
replacement dwelling - Lundy View,
Higher Clovelly, Bideford.

Mr And Mrs
Goaman

PER
20.05.2022

1/1293/2021/
OUT

Ryan
Steppel

Proposed dwelling and the provision
of 5 car parking spaces to serve
Culloden House - Land At Culloden
House, Fosketh Hill, Westward Ho!.

Maxika Homes
Ltd

PER
10.05.2022

1/1381/2021/
FUL

Debbie
Fuller

Conversion of barn to dwelling Barn At Hope Farm, Ashwater,
Devon.

Mrs Russell

PER
26.05.2022

1/1384/2021/
FUL

Ryan
Steppel

Proposed change of use from Bed
and Breakfast use to 2 units of
holiday accommodation - Culloden
House, Fosketh Hill, Westward Ho!.

Maxika Homes
Ltd

PER
10.05.2022

1/1388/2021/
FUL

Sarah
Boyle

Conversion of redundant agricultural
building into a one bedroom
dwelling - Cleave Farm, Lower
Cleave, Northam.

Ms Lyn Bennett

PER
13.05.2022

1/1394/2021/
FUL

Ryan
Steppel

Proposed conversion and part
Mrs H
retrospective conversion of barn to 1 Chapman
No dwelling - Lower Town Farm,
Halwill, Beaworthy.
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PER
05.05.2022

1/1395/2021/
LBC

Sarah
Chappel
l

Proposed conversion of barn to
No.1 dwelling. - Lower Town Farm,
Halwill, Beaworthy.

Mrs H
Chapman

PER
05.05.2022

1/0037/2022/
TRE

Angelo
Massos

Fell Scots pine T2 due to continual
damage by high winds and
concerns over the trees stability
near to property - Monterey, 94A
Bay View Road, Northam.

Coastal Tree
Consultancy

PER
09.05.2022

1/0074/2022/
REM

Laura
Davies

Reserved matters application for
access, appearance, landscaping,
layout & scale pursuant to planning
approval 1/0641/2020/OUT (5
Dwellings) - Land Adjacent Carn
Venn, Bridgerule, Holsworthy.

Mr & Mrs
Middleton

PER
28.04.2022

1/0070/2022/
FUL

Tracey
Blackmo
re

Conversion of redundant agricultural
buildings to form 2 no. dwellings
(Amended Drawings) - The Old
Barn, Littleham, Devon.

Mr Withecombe

PER
24.05.2022

1/0079/2022/
FUL

James
Jackson

Part retrospective application for a
mini glamping site
- Land At Lane Barton Farm,
Newton St Petrock, Devon.

Mr Stuart
Quance

PER
28.04.2022

1/0098/2022/
FUL

Ryan
Steppel

Proposed construction of 11 class
B8 units and associated car and
lorry spaces (Variation of Condition
2 of planning permission
1/0932/2017/FUL) - (Variation of
Condition 1 of planning permission
1/0015/2021/FUL)
- Plot 27, Farm Road, Caddsdown
Industrial Park.

TDR Summers

PER
25.05.2022

1/0099/2022/
FUL

Debbie
Fuller

Conversion of barn into holiday unit
- Giffords Ford Meadow, Fairy
Cross, Bideford.

Mr & Mrs S
Skinner

PER
10.05.2022

1/0105/2022/
TRE

Ryan
Steppel

Removal of No.1 Tree - Salterns
Lodge, Old Barnstaple Road,
Bideford.

Mr Don Adams

PER
09.05.2022

1/0119/2022/
FUL

Debbie
Fuller

Conversion of barn to residential
dwelling - Land At Grid Reference
229457 102695, Pyworthy, Devon.

Ms C Murphy
and Mr S Dell

PER
20.05.2022

1/0125/2022/
FUL

Kristian
Evely

Creation of no.1 dwelling and
associated works - Land Adjacent
To Highdown, North Road, High
Bickington.

Mr Osborne

PER
04.05.2022

1/0132/2022/
TRE

Ryan
Steppel

Re-pollard and Re-coppice trees
covered by TPO/0001/1987 - Land
At Grid Reference 243299 128975,
Kingsley Road, Westward
Page Ho!.
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Mrs Juliet Little

PER
09.05.2022

1/0143/2022/
SEC106

Kristian
Evely

Deed of variation for the S106
agreement pursuant to planning
permission 1/0906/2015/OUTM Amberley, Limers Lane, Northam.

Strongvox
Homes

PER
29.04.2022

1/0146/2022/
AGMB

Sarah
Boyle

Prior notification for the change of
use of agricultural building to 1 no.
dwellinghouse and associated
building operations under Class Q Building At Gibbings Down,
Yarnscombe, Devon.

Mr Pettigrew &
Miss Morris

PER
04.05.2022

1/0174/2022/
FUL

Debbie
Fuller

New external plant to replace the
existing, various works to the
existing store, a new canopy over
an existing cycle parking facility &
2no. new cycle stands, installation
of a new external door, 3no.
containers and minor alterations to
the carpark to facilitate, 2no. click
and collect bays. - Waitrose,
Holsworthy, Devon.

Waitrose
Property
Services

PER
12.05.2022

1/0176/2022/
TRE

Angelo
Massos

T1 Copper Beech. Remove lower
Mrs Joanna
limb, originating at 2 meters. - Old
Morris
Pastures, Goats Hill Road, Northam.

PER
29.04.2022

1/0178/2022/
FUL

Angelo
Massos

Steel framed building to store
classic busses - Land At Chepstow
Classic Buses, Winkleigh, Devon.

Hoare

PER
04.05.2022

1/0197/2022/
REM

Tracey
Blackmo
re

Reserved matters application for 1
dwelling pursuant to application
1/0341/2021/FUL - Overdale ,
Dobles Lane, Holsworthy.

Mr J Palmer

PER
20.05.2022

1/0207/2022/
FUL

Angelo
Massos

Installation of new water storage
tanks and phased replacement of
existing water storage tanks - Water
Tanks At Grid Reference 213456
144402, Lundy, Devon.

North Devon
National Trust

PER
17.05.2022

1/0209/2022/
FUL

Tristan
Otten

Proposed sunroom and extension Chandor Rose, St Giles On The
Heath, Launceston.

Mr Adrian
Wakely

PER
12.05.2022

1/0223/2022/
FUL

Angelo
Massos

Erection of replacement dwelling
together with ancillary buildings
(Variation of condition 10 for
Planning Approval
1/0296/2016/FUL) (Ecology
Mitigation) - Great Deptford House,
High Bickington, Umberleigh.

Mrs Tamsin
Kiernan-Brown

PER
29.04.2022

1/0226/2022/
FUL

Debbie
Fuller

Proposed agricultural building Land At Woodacott Cross, Devon, .

Mr Mark
Whelan

PER
29.04.2022
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1/0228/2022/
FUL

Sarah
Boyle

Alterations including east side
extension and new second floor
accommodation - 19 Dudley Way,
Westward Ho!, Bideford.

Ms Maria South

PER
19.05.2022

1/0231/2022/
FUL

Ryan
Steppel

Single storey extension to dwelling
and alterations and extension to
garage to form additional living
accommodation (Resubmission of
application 1/1000/2021/FUL) - 65
Meddon Street, Bideford, Devon.

Mr Paul Heuze

PER
05.05.2022

1/0235/2022/
FUL

Ryan
Steppel

Erection of no.1 dwelling - Hillcote
West, First Raleigh, Bideford.

Mr Thomas
Dorrell

PER
24.05.2022

1/0238/2022/
FUL

Sarah
Boyle

Conversion of outbuildings to form
Miss Lucy
additional teaching space - Claires
Basey-Fisher
Little Robins Day Nursery, Saunders
House, Fore Street.

PER
10.05.2022

1/0239/2022/
FUL

Debbie
Fuller

Repair and rebuilding of storm
damaged outbuilding / shed with
replacement roofing - Mill Cottage,
Bucks Mills, Bideford.

Mrs Julie Taylor

PER
10.05.2022

1/0242/2022/
FUL

Debbie
Fuller

Proposed siting of No.2 wagon top
holiday cabins - Lew Barn,
Bradworthy, Holsworthy.

Mr & Mrs Miller

PER
20.05.2022

1/0245/2022/
FUL

Debbie
Fuller

Erection of implement store Southview, Bridgerule, Holsworthy.

Mr R Honey

PER
03.05.2022

1/0246/2022/
FUL

Angelo
Massos

Demolition of existing garages and
erection of 1no. bungalow Stoneleigh, Well Park Road,
Torrington.

Mr Furness

PER
13.05.2022

1/0251/2022/
OUT

Tristan
Otten

Outline planning permission with all
matters reserved for one dwelling Winterlands Mobile Home,
Winterland Lane, Holsworthy.

1/0249/2022/
FUL

Ryan
Steppel

Rear single storey extension and
internal alterations - 62 Castle Hill
Gardens, Torrington, Devon.

Mr and Mrs
Squire

PER
18.05.2022

1/0253/2022/
FUL

Debbie
Fuller

Change of use and extension of
existing granny annexe to proposed
holiday let unit - Acorns, St Giles On
The Heath, Launceston.

Mr and Mrs
Martyn

PER
23.05.2022

1/0254/2022/
FUL

Debbie
Fuller

Replacement of existing Bay
window with entrance porch - Four
Winds, Higher Clovelly, Bideford.

Mr Christian
Romeril

PER
12.05.2022

1/0255/2022/
FUL

Sarah
Boyle

Conversion of Barn to Holiday
Cottage and Ancillary
Accommodation to Main Dwelling Little Comfort, Langtree,
PageTorrington.
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Mr And Mrs
Folland

PER
28.04.2022

PER
13.05.2022

1/0277/2022/
LBC

Sarah
Chappel
l

Conversion of outbuildings to form
Miss Lucy
additional teaching space - Claires
Basey-Fisher
Little Robins Day Nursery, Saunders
House, Fore Street.

PER
10.05.2022

1/0261/2022/
FUL

Angelo
Massos

Part retrospective application for the
conversion of and extension of
existing workshop and erection of
additional workshop for the Use of
Next Steps Development charity Tarka Yard, Nuttaberry, Bideford.

R&M Utility &
Civil
Engineering
Services

PER
16.05.2022

1/0262/2022/
FUL

Tracey
Blackmo
re

Retrospective permission for a
single storey extension. - Cheverells
Residential Home, Limers Lane,
Northam.

Mr Woods

PER
03.05.2022

1/0263/2022/
CPE

Sarah
Boyle

Certificate of lawful development for
No.3 Kennels - Shepherds View, St
Giles In The Wood, Torrington.

Mrs Lynne Hall

PER
03.05.2022

1/0267/2022/
FUL

James
Jackson

Reserved matters for single dwelling
and garage (Variation of condition 1
(Plans Schedule) of Planning
Approval 1/0676/2021/FUL pursuant
to application 1/0981/2013/OUT
and 1/1329/2014/REM) - Land Off
Gorwood Road, Buckland Brewer,
Devon.

Mr Alex
Dziurzynski

PER
03.05.2022

1/0268/2022/
FUL

Tracey
Blackmo
re

Conversion of barn to No.1 dwelling
- Churchtown Barn, Virginstow,
Beaworthy.

Mrs Furber

PER
04.05.2022

1/0271/2022/
FUL

Sarah
Boyle

Erection of detached dwelling and
detached garage (Resubmission of
application 1/1093/2021/FUL) Koversada, Diddywell Road,
Appledore.

Mrs Susan
McEldon

PER
19.05.2022

1/0270/2022/
FUL

Angelo
Massos

Proposed roof over part of an
existing silage clamp - Cross Farm,
Dolton, Winkleigh.

Mr D Holland

PER
09.05.2022

1/0272/2022/
FUL

James
Jackson

Change of use of redundant
agricultural barn and refurbishment
to create 1no. dwelling - Barn At
Grid Reference 234665 121496,
Cranford, Devon.

Mr Kevin
Holmes

PER
20.05.2022

1/0273/2022/
FUL

Debbie
Fuller

Proposed covered yard area Renson Farm, Ashwater,
Beaworthy.

Mr S Furse

PER
09.05.2022
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1/0279/2022/
AGMB

James
Jackson

Prior notification for the change of
use of agricultural building to 1 no.
dwellinghouse and associated
building operations under Class Q Barn At Grid Reference 235404
107299, Holsworthy, Devon.

Mrs Julia
Curtis-Davis

PER
09.05.2022

1/0275/2022/
FUL

Debbie
Fuller

Erection of single storey
replacement dwelling - Foxcote
Stables, Derril, Pyworthy.

Mr & Mrs O'
Carroll

PER
09.05.2022

1/0285/2022/
FUL

Angelo
Massos

Timber outbuilding/garden studio - 7
Oaklands, Petrockstowe,
Okehampton.

Jack HumeRichardson

PER
16.05.2022

1/0284/2022/
FUL

Angelo
Massos

Proposed second storey extension
Mrs Laura
and alterations (Variation of
Manning
condition 2 of planning approval
1/0893/2021/FUL) - 30 Atlantic Way,
Westward Ho!, Bideford.

PER
04.05.2022

1/0288/2022/
FUL

Angelo
Massos

Single-storey rear extension Market Cottage, Halwill, Beaworthy.

Mr And Mrs
Down

PER
09.05.2022

1/0289/2022/
FUL

Ryan
Steppel

Internal alterations and a single
storey rear extension - 15 The
Quay, Appledore, Bideford.

Mr And Mrs
Page

PER
24.05.2022

1/0291/2022/
FUL

MaryEllen
Whalley

Side and rear extension - 2 Meadow
Vale, Merton, Okehampton.

Mr And Mrs Tye

PER
29.04.2022

1/0294/2022/
FUL

Angelo
Massos

Erection of raised decking to rear of
dwelling - 14 Greenacre Close,
Northam, Bideford.

Ocracoke
Projects Ltd.

PER
25.05.2022

1/0297/2022/
FUL

MaryEllen
Whalley

Replacement single storey
extension, minor excavation works
& new steps in rear garden to
provide improved amenity space - 3
Silver Street, Appledore, Bideford.

Mr & Mrs S
Barnes

PER
28.04.2022

1/0300/2022/
FUL

Tristan
Otten

Change of use from Class E(a) to
sui generis (massage therapy),
together with internal refurbishment,
rear extension and landscaping. - 5
Ropewalk, Bideford, Devon.

Blueberry
Estates Ltd

PER
13.05.2022

1/0302/2022/
FUL

MaryEllen
Whalley

Proposed side and rear extension to
dwelling. - Church House, New
Street, Torrington.

Mr Mitchell And
Ms Fermenger

PER
03.05.2022

1/0305/2022/
FUL

Sarah
Boyle

Conversion of redundant outbuilding
into one unit of holiday
accommodation - Myrtle Cottage
Farm, Alverdiscott, Barnstaple.

Mr and Mrs
Daniel Chapple

PER
25.05.2022
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1/0307/2022/
FUL

Angelo
Massos

Single storey extension & raised
decked area to front of dwelling.
- Sunstone , Coach Drive, Bideford.

1/0308/2022/
FUL

Sarah
Boyle

Variation of wording of condition 4 of Mr & Mrs
Planning Approval
Langford
1/0535/2020/OUT and condition 3 of
Planning Approval
1/1339/2021/REM from
'commencement' to 'occupation'. Development Plot, Springfield
Meadows, Halwill Junction.

PER
18.05.2022

1/0310/2022/
FUL

Sarah
Boyle

Proposed extension to workshop. Aura Essential Oils, Ashreigney,
Devon.

Aura Essential
Oils

PER
11.05.2022

1/0314/2022/
LBC

Sarah
Chappel
l

Internal alterations and general
modifications, and small single
storey rear extension - 15 The
Quay, Appledore, Bideford.

Mr And Mrs
Page

PER
24.05.2022

1/0317/2022/
HPD

MaryEllen
Whalley

Enlargement of dwelling by
construction of additional storey up
to a maximum height of 8.075m
(Amended Plans) - 4 Scott Avenue,
Appledore, Bideford.

Lisa Calkin

PER
19.05.2022

1/0318/2022/
FUL

Tracey
Blackmo
re

Internal changes to provide
separate access to ground and first
floor and change of use of first floor
to create self-contained apartment. Torridge & West Devon Liberal
Democrats, 13 Chingswell Street,
Bideford.

Torridge &
West Devon
Liberal
Democrates
Association

PER
16.05.2022

1/0323/2022/
FUL

Angelo
Massos

Retrospective application for the
change of use from holiday unit to
an annexe to the main dwelling
house (Affecting a Public Right of
Way) (Resubmission of
1/1012/2021/FUL) - Flagstaff
House, Lower Cleave, Northam.

Mr Ashton

PER
25.05.2022

1/0324/2022/
FUL

MaryEllen
Whalley

Alterations to utility room and porch
(Affecting a Public Right of Way) Chichesters, Riddlecombe,
Chulmleigh.

Mr & Mrs R
Shacklock

PER
10.05.2022

1/0325/2022/
LBC

Sarah
Chappel
l

Alterations to utility room and porch
(Affecting a Public Right of Way) Chichesters, Riddlecombe,
Chulmleigh.

Mr & Mrs R
Shacklock

PER
17.05.2022

1/0332/2022/
FUL

MaryEllen
Whalley

Single storey ground floor rear
extension. - Goosander, Odun
Terrace, Appledore.

Mr Joe Dugdale

PER
04.05.2022
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Mr & Mrs R
Stone

PER
16.05.2022

1/0334/2022/
CPL

Laura
Davies

Certificate of proposed lawful
development to confirm
commencement of Planning
Approval 1/0156/2008/OUT &
1/1214/2011/REM - Former Police
Station , Western Road, Holsworthy.

Mr Gary
Stephens

PER
18.05.2022

1/0333/2022/
TRE

Tristan
Otten

Reduction of 1 no. Elm Trees
covered by TPO/0013/1972 and 1
no. Elm tree covered by
TPO/0062/2015 - 38 Laurel Avenue,
Bideford, Devon.

Mr Shaun
Craze

PER
24.05.2022

1/0339/2022/
FUL

MaryEllen
Whalley

Addition of a dormer loft extension
to the rear - Millers Rest, Torridge
Road, Appledore.

Mr & Mrs C
Candler

PER
05.05.2022

1/0012/2022/
NMAT

Angelo
Massos

Non material amendment to
planning approval 1/0553/2018/FUL
- Installation of integrated pv panels
to south elevation of roof - Wilrosa,
Ashreigney, Chulmleigh.

David
Carpenter

PER
03.05.2022

1/0344/2022/
FUL

Laura
Davies

Part retrospective application for the
subdivision of existing dwelling
(class C3) into two independent
dwellings (Class C3) together with
raising of part of the roof, extension
to garage, minor alterations and
creation of parking spaces.
(resubmission of 1/0494/2021/FUL)
- Brooklands, Hartland, Bideford.

Mr and Mrs
Stuart Welford

PER
26.05.2022

1/0347/2022/
FUH

Angelo
Massos

Single storey side extension,
conversion of garage and internal
alterations - 34 Fore Street,
Langtree, Torrington.

Mr and Mrs
Calvin

PER
04.05.2022

1/0354/2022/
FUL

MaryEllen
Whalley

Proposed extension to dwelling and
enclosure of swimming pool Sylvaner, Chircombe Lane,
Northam.

Mr D Sparrey

PER
12.05.2022

1/0356/2022/
FUL

James
Jackson

Removal of condition 6 of Planning
Approval 1/0486/2016/FUL
(Caravan Time Restriction)
- Higher Alsworthy Farm Caravan
Site, Bradworthy, Devon.

Ms J Holmes
and Mr C
Furness

PER
24.05.2022

1/0363/2022/
FUL

MaryEllen
Whalley

Erection of detached garage - 40
Pathfield, Torrington, Devon.

Mr & Mrs A
Stevens

PER
11.05.2022

1/0366/2022/
FUH

MaryEllen
Whalley

Replacement windows - 3 Surf
Cottages, Golf Links Road,
Westward Ho!.

Denise And Tim
Cook

PER
04.05.2022
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1/0382/2022/
FUL

MaryEllen
Whalley

Proposed ground floor rear and side
extension and alterations - Wintor
House, Pitt Hill, Appledore.

Mrs Vicki Rowe

PER
25.05.2022

1/0014/2022/
NMAT

Kristian
Evely

Non material amendment of
Planning Approval 1/1038/2020/FUL
- changes to existing plans - Berry
Barn, Petrockstowe, Devon.

Mr Michael
Atherton

PER
10.05.2022

1/0387/2022/
AGR

Debbie
Fuller

Erection of agricultural building to
cover dung store - Ratherton Farm,
Holsworthy, Devon.

Mr S May

PER
09.05.2022

1/0016/2022/
NMAT

Sarah
Boyle

Non material amendment to
Planning Approval 1/0153/2022/FUL
- alterations to windows. - The
Navatek, 102A Bay View Road,
Northam.

Mr Anthony
Warne

PER
04.05.2022

1/0412/2022/
AGR

Tristan
Otten

Steel framed agricultural building to
be used as farm machinery store Soldon Barton, Sutcombe,
Holsworthy.

Mr Roger
Vanstone

PER
16.05.2022

1/0428/2022/
TCA

MaryEllen
Whalley

Thinning and reduction of Beech
tree, reduction of 2no. Sycamore
and felling of Lime tree - St Georges
Church, Church Street, Beaford.

Pearce

PER
03.05.2022

1/0018/2022/
NMAT

Angelo
Massos

Non material amendment to
planning approval 1/1273/2021/FUL
- alterations to size of extension and
fenestration - Westbrook, Torridge
Road, Appledore.

Mr And Mrs
Brackstone

PER
24.05.2022

1/0019/2022/
NMAT

Angelo
Massos

Non material amendment of
Planning Approval 1/0705/2021/FUL
- Increase in size of reinstated rear
window - Hoptons Folly Cottage ,
Church Walk, Torrington.

Mr L Handley

PER
24.05.2022

1/0445/2022/
AGR

Tristan
Otten

Erection of roof over existing dung
pit - Luffincott Barton, Tetcott,
Holsworthy.

Mrs Margaret
Britton

PER
25.05.2022

1/0489/2022/
TRE5

MaryEllen
Whalley

5 Day notice for felling of tree overhanging 2 houses and cars TPO/0049/2015 - Burrough House,
Churchill Way, Northam.

Richard Wild

PER
13.05.2022

1/0022/2022/
NMAT

Tracey
Blackmo
re

Non material amendment to
Planning Application
1/1068/2020/FUL - Amendment to
window shape - Forest Park
Lodges, High Bickington,
Umberleigh.

Mr Rodney
Smith

PER
26.05.2022
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1/0527/2022/
TRE

MaryEllen
Whalley

2m crown reduction to 2 x chestnut
trees (T1 and T2) covered by
TPO/0003/1991 - Strand Court,
Chingswell Street, Bideford.

Strand Court

PER
24.05.2022

Billy Wickfield
(B W
Construction
Services)

REF
17.05.2022

Refused
1/0796/2021/
FUL

Laura
Davies

Demolition of garage and erection
No.4 dwellings with associated
parking and amenity space - W L
Heard & Sons Limited, Fore Street,
Hartland.

1/1185/2021/
FULM

Tracey
Blackmo
re

Restoration of nuclear bunker to
3H Investments
provide a tourist attraction and
Limited
change of use of land for the
stationing of holiday lodge caravans,
creation of a new access,
associated internal roadways,
landscaping and drainage. - Land
Adjacent To Windmill Road,
Holsworthy, Devon.

REF
13.05.2022

1/1267/2021/
AGMB

Laura
Davies

Prior notification for the change of
use of agricultural building to 1 no.
dwellinghouse and associated
building operations under Class Q Land At Grid Reference 230856
103157, Derril, Pyworthy.

Mr And Mrs
Lowman

REF
20.05.2022

1/1340/2021/
FUL

Ryan
Steppel

Erection of 2 flats - 17 Barton Tors,
East The Water, Devon.

Mr T Denby

REF
13.05.2022

1/1422/2021/
FUL

Debbie
Fuller

Proposed conversion of barn to
holiday unit (Removal of condition
10 of Planning Application
1/1994/2002 to allow full residential
use) - Chasty House Barn, Chasty,
Holsworthy.

Mr Baginski
And Mrs Adams

REF
04.05.2022

1/0043/2022/
FUL

Sarah
Boyle

Change of use of existing caravan
from incidental use to seasonal rural
workers dwelling - Stonechat
Meadow, Winkleigh, Devon.

Mr M Baggs

REF
04.05.2022

1/0296/2022/
FUL

James
Jackson

Erection of 8x kennels, an office/dog
grooming salon and 8ft safety
fencing. - West Villa, Chilsworthy,
Holsworthy.

Mr Ben Harris

REF
17.05.2022

1/0322/2022/
AGR

Ryan
Steppel

Agricultural building for the housing
of livestock and associated goods Land At Grid Reference 262868
121382, High Bickington, Devon.

Mr Marcus
Murphy

REF
20.05.2022
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